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LATEST NEWS
Welcome to January’s newsletter!
I don’t think 2020 will be remembered with much fondness by most people, including those
interested in African lepidoptera – here’s hoping that 2021 will considerably better, filled with
memorable butterfly-memories!
After more than four years and 26 editions, African Butterfly News has a logo (see above); Steve
Woodhall has undertaken a focussed publicity drive on behalf of LepSoc Africa and requested that
I create an ABN logo to assist his efforts. If anyone has any comments or suggestions, please
forward them to me at jchdobson@gmail.com

Corrections
I didn’t give Steve Collins a proper chance to review November’s edition of the newsletter, as I
wanted to circulate it before leaving for a holiday in KZN. He picked up three errors, all on page
70:
Charaxes bohemani bohemani (Mark Hellam, Zambia) is a female Charaxes howarthi, Acraea
egina egina (Rogers Muhwezi, Uganda) should be Acraea cepheus. Finally, there was a copy and
paste error to the image captioned Pseuderesia eleaza katera (Rogers Muhwezi, Uganda), which
is a Leptosia species.

Verloren Valei (Jeremy Dobson)
At the request of James van den Heever of Friends of Verloren Valei, LepSoc Africa (LSA) hosted
a butterfly walk-and-talk at the reserve on Saturday 12 December. Justin Bode and I led the
expedition, which was attended by more than 20 people, including LSA’s Jan Praet and Lourens
Erasmus.
Despite a near perfect weather forecast, the group assembled in pouring rain at 9h30; a lengthy
butterfly talk ensued at the park’s reception area until the weather finally cleared sufficiently for us
to venture out. Rather cloudy conditions didn’t help, but I got the impression that the butterflies at
Verloren Valei were not at their best; we recorded 17 species (Abundance Index 3.3 - Average).
There was no sign of the Lost Valley Cupid (Orachrysops warreni), although we did see a couple
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of tatty Dullstroom Bronze Speckled Widow (Serradinga clarki amissivallis); I netted a Table
Mountain Beauty (Aeropetes tulbaghia) which was inspected with much oohing and ahhing,
likewise Southern Gaudy Commodore (Precis octavia sesamus). There were a few Marsh
Mountain Blue (Harpendyreus noquasa) on the wing, which were also admired. Pioneer Caper
White / Brown-veined White (Belenois aurota) was flying in fair numbers and we explained the
reasons for this “migration” to the audience.
Despite the shortage of butterflies, the reserve was looking fantastic and Gerrit van Ede - author of
Flowers of Verloren Valei - and Jan Praet pointed out some of the interesting plants on display. As
if that wasn’t enough, Lourens Erasmus and Yolande Bode had an exciting moment, when a
Snouted Cobra raised its hood, hissed and then slithered between them...
When rain again finally stopped play just after 13h00, I believe the group had experienced an
enjoyable and informative butterfly session in one of South Africa’s pristine high altitude
grasslands. Subsequent to our visit, Justin and I waived the honorarium that was offered and,
instead, enrolled LepSoc Africa as a corporate member of Friends of Verloren Valei.

Jeremy (back to camera) trying to
entertain the crowd during the rain delay
Justin Bode

Some of the group surveying the stream
below the Verloren Valei offices
Justin Bode

Harpendyreus noquasa
Verloren Valei, Mpumalanga
Caroline Erasmus

Pseudonympha paludis
Verloren Valei, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Belenois aurota
Verloren Valei, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Serradinga clarki amissivallis
Verloren Valei, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Precis octavia sesamus
Verloren Valei, Mpumalanga
Lourens Erasmus

Pseudonympha magoides
Verloren Valei, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Long-tailed Widowbird
Verloren Valei, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson
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South Cape goes to Spitzkop (Hanna Edge)
November is not summer yet in the Southern Cape. Instead it could be at most thought of as early
spring with many rainy and misty days. But November is also a month when many butterflies are
out and about. To organise an outing for the South Cape branch we had to find a day which was
predicted to be sunny, warm and without too much wind. 12 November and “Little” Spitzkop was
decided upon.
The turn off for the R339 to Uniondale from Knysna is not marked (the board gets stolen regularly)
and the first few kms is through an informal area where you have to keep a sharp lookout for the
dogs, goats, pigs, chickens and children on the road. “Little” Spitzkop is a mountain top accessible
off the Prince Alfred’s Pass in the Outeniqua Mountains between Knysna and Uniondale. It stands
at 780m above sea level and is about 25 km from the N2. It is not to be confused with “Big”
Spitzkop higher up the pass at about 60 km from the N2, which is a serious climb on foot, but
rewarded by several Lepidochrysops species congregating at its summit.
After entering the Knysna Forest the road becomes gravel. The road is not good with many
potholes in the section through the forest, but a 4x4 is not necessary. An ordinary sedan car would
get there, although a high clearance vehicle would be preferable. To get to the viewpoint itself you
have to turn off the main road onto a small track, about 500m long and very steep, leading up the
hill. Fortunately this track is concreted, and that is definitely useful on the rather steep corners. But
once you get to the top, all thought about the bad road is forgotten when seeing the 360 degree
views, from Formosa Peak in the east to Cradock Peak in the west, with the Indian Ocean to the
south. The viewpoint is reached before the real Prince Alfred’s Pass starts, but if you have the
time it is worthwhile doing the whole route to Avontuur and beyond to Uniondale.
On the day only 5 of us went on the outing, maybe because we mentioned that there was a 28 km
gravel section. The five of us - Dave, myself, Debbie Lewarne and Graeme and Felicity Young met at Loerie Park, the local Knysna sports ground to organise transport. Debbie’s car was left
there under the careful protection of one of the self-appointed guards. Near Diepwalle we met a
few motorbike riders, an ambulance, and a tow truck retrieving a motorbike, proving that the road
is not to be taken lightly.
After about 45 minutes the viewpoint was reached. As we got
out of the cars the butterflies were putting on a spectacular show
– Protea Charaxes (Charaxes pelias) were having territorial dog
fights, Garden Inspectors (Precis archesia archesia) were
sunning themselves and on top of the bush on the highest point
an Acraea was nectaring. We thought it was a Garden Acraea,
but Debbie sent the photo in to LepiMAP and it was identified as
a Wandering Donkey Acraea
(Acraea neobule neobule).
This is the first record so far
south! The photographers
were so excited that they
almost forgot to take photo’s!

At the Spitzkop Viewsite
Debbie Lewarne, Dave Edge, Felicity and
Graeme Young

Acraea neobule neobule
Debbie Lewarne

While we spent some time wandering about taking photographs,
Dave went through the fynbos looking for his ‘unidentified’
Aloeides, which were basking on the pale sandstone rocks a
little below the summit. They were exactly the same colour as
the rocks, which made them hard to see (you have to look for
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the silhouette), but Dave found one which Graeme was able to photograph.
On our way down the track we stopped off at the Garden Route Skolly (Thestor murrayi) site.
Once again the girls were chatting while the boys went out with net and camera, but were unable
to find one.
On our way back to Knysna we stopped off at the King Edward
VII Big Tree (Outeniqua Yellowwood, Podocarpus falcatus)
which is almost 40 m high, near the Diepwalle Forest Station.
There is a wooden boardwalk, about 450m long, in the forest
around the tree, affording close-up views of the various mosses,
ferns and other plants encountered in the forest. A few butterflies
were also spotted, but the highlight must be that, after Dave and
I left, Graeme saw a Narina Trogon, a bird that I still have not
seen, in the same place where Kevin Cockburn and Dave saw it
last year just after the conference in Knysna. On that occasion I
was also not present!

At King Edward VII Tree
Felicity Young, Debbie Lewarne and Graeme
Young

Aloeides pallida jonathani (?) (female)
Kammanassie Pale Copper
Photo: G Young

Aloeides pallida jonathani (?) (male)
Kammanassie Pale Copper
Photo: G Young

Bicyclus safitza safitza
Dark Bush Brown
Photo: G Young

Charaxes pelias
Protea Charaxes
Photo: H Edge

Metisella metis paris
Eastern Gold Spotted Sylph
Photo: G Young

Precis archesia archesia
Garden Commodore
Photo: H Edge

The full list of butterflies seen as follows:
Acraea neobule neobule (Wandering donkey acraea)
Cassionympha cassius (Rainforest Brown)
Papilio demodocus demodocus (Citrus Swallowtail)
Aloeides pallida jonathani (maybe) (Kammanassie Pale
Copper)
Dixeia charina charina (Speckled White)
Pontia helice helice (Meadow White)
Bicyclus safitza safitza (Dark Bush Brown)

Eicochrysops messapus messapus (Cape Cupreous Blue)
Precis archesia archesia (Garden Commodore)
Cacyreus fracta fracta (Water Bronze)
Lampides boeticus (Pea blue)
Tarucus thespis (Vivid Dotted Blue)
Charaxes pelias (Protea Charaxes)
Metisella metis paris (Eastern Gold Spotted Sylph)
Vanessa cardui (Painted Lady)
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A visit to Mpanga Forest, Bwindi Impenetrable National Park and
Kibale Forest National Park, Uganda
By Michael Ochse and Rogers Muhwezi, the Butterfly Driver Guide
It was a great honour to host a lepidopterist working on moths (Geometrideae, Arctiinae): Michael
Ochse from Germany. Like any other safari we started our journey from the airport in the morning
at 3 am and drove to the nearest booked accommodation. We had our morning sleep and then
later had to do shopping for our 16 days trip that kicked off on 8th and ended on the 23rd of
November 2020.
So on the 8th afternoon we drove to Mpanga forest for the first night of moth trapping and
photography which we did from the forest edge of the forest at John Tumwebaze’s place. This is a
good place if you have been there before, and so our one night ended well despite the current
curfew. The following day we drove to Bwindi Impenetrable National Park where we spent most of
the days at Cuckoo Land; the host Phillip Sasson was patiently waiting for us and we arrived at
Cuckoo Land at 6 pm (we left Mpanga at 6 am). To be honest, the weather was not favorable for
butterflies due to lack of sunshine. This made me resort to learn more about moths at night as it
would rain almost the whole day and maybe watch a few birds while it stops raining. However, I
would wake up early to catch the morning warmth as some species would be warming up for the
morning backing. A species list was developed from Bwindi and Kibale National Park.
After we have done mothing in Bwindi we left for Kibale as our last destination. But this was one
call away from a LepSoc Africa member, Julia Lloyd. When she heard about my coming with a
specialist of moths she felt happy and also organized for us where we would stay for three nights
before we left to Turaco Tree Tops. This place is also at the boundary of the park Nick Byaba and
Robert Bangoza are site guides and were also keen on learning about insects in general and
moths in special. But like me they also told Michael a lot about the insects and so we were all able
to learn from each other. Nick is the head guide at sunbird hill and loves Lepidoptera and birds as
well. Robert is a guide of Budongo Eco Lodge in Budongo Forest.
A nature walk was organized in the park and we were lucky to see chimps along the way. We
visited an observation tower in the park which served as a good view and I thought of setting trap
baits in the future for butterflies which should be of great value. At Turaco Tree Tops we met an
amazing man, Herbert Kakuru who was also passionate about Lepidoptera. From my assessment
in the area of Kibale the love for Lepidoptera at Sunbird Hill is highly increasing, but they lack
reference books. Their love for conservation and learning is high.
To cut a long story short we had many interactive nights with Michael, Nick, Robert, Charlotte,
Julia, and myself, not forgetting the young naturalist in the making, Dillon. Like any other tough
situation we had to drive early to leave for the COVID 19 test done in Kampala and we reached
there by midday. Lastly we visited Zika Forest in Entebbe as we waited for the COVID19 results
necessary for the flight travel back. The test was done and it was posted by email as we were
close to some hotel and able to let it be printed before the departure of Michael.
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Above from left to right:
Red cymothoe, Michael making notes in Bwindi at Cuckoo Land
lodge, Prosopocoilus savage and views of Bwindi National park

From to left right, Goliathus goliatus, Vanessula milca, Balacra
rubrostriata, Euphaedra sp, a group of us mothing with the
Sunbird Hill team, a visit to Zika Forest were we decided to climb
up the tower in the forest twice
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Species of moth seen around Bwindi and
Kibale forest National Park; these
localities provided the most species on
the round trip of 16 days
Saturniidae species
Imbrasia eblis
Imbrasia epimethea
Imbrasia anthinodes
Imbrasia emini
Wahlberi callophalma
Aurivillius seydeli
Epiphola rectifascia watullegei
Epiphola intermedia
Brahmaeidae dactyloceras cf. barnis
Eupterotidae
Jana eurymas
Jana fletscheri
Jana preciosa
Phiala parabiota
Vianga crowleyi
Lasiocampidea
Trabala charon
Lechriolepis nigriveenis
Euwallengrenia reducta
Bombycopsis sp.
Pachypasa imitans
Philothema sordid
Philotherma jacchus

Sphingidae
Pseudoclanis occidentalis
Xanthopan morganii
Polyptychoides digitatus
Agrius convolvuli
Basiothia charis
Dauphins nerii
Euchloron megaera
Hippotion aporodes
Hippotio osiris

Reference to the above names and
identifications were from the author, using
the book of Butterflies and moth diversity
of Kakamega forest (Kenya) by Lars
Kühne

Arctiinae
Neuroxena ansorgei.
Amerila bubo
Nyctemera apicalis
Amerila affinis
Balacra flavimaacula
Balcra rattrayi
Anapisa metarctioides
Balcra rubrostriata
Balcra pulchra
Authomolis lateritia
Balcra pulchra
Aglossosia flavimarginata
Lithosiinae
Asura indecisa
Cyana flammeostrigata

Aganaidae
Asota speciosa
Phaegorissta similis
Phaegorista leucomelas
Larentiinae (Geometridae)
Trimetopia aetheraria coerulea
Disclisioprocta obstipata
Asthenotricha amblycoma
Orthonama obstipata
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List of butterflies from both Bwindi and
Kibale National Park
NYMPHALIDAE
NYMPHALINAE
Antanartia delius
Precis tugela
Junonia sophia (Both white and orange form)
Junonia natalica
Junonia stygia gregorii
BIBLIDINAE
Ariadne enotrea
Eurytela dryope
Eurytela hiarbas
Sevenia boisduvali
Sevenia garega
LIMENITIDINAE
Neptis strigata
Neptis melicerta
Pseudacraea lucretia
Pseudacraea boisduvali
Aterica galena
Evena crithea
Harma theobene
Humanumida daedalus
Bebearia cocalia
Euryphura albimargo
Cymothoe herminia
Cymothoe horbiti
Euphaedra harpalyce
Euphaedra ugandaea
Euphaedra medon
Euphaedra imitans
Euphaedra caerulescens

CHARAXINAE
Charaxes varanes
Charaxes protoclea
Charaxes cynthia
Charaxes tiridates
Charaxes numenes
Charaxes candiope
Charaxes paphianus
Charaxes zingha
Charaxes brutus
Charaxes castor
Charaxes etesipe
Palla usheri
HELICONIINAE
Acraea egina
Acraea lycoa
Acraea servona
LYCAENIDAE
THECLINAE
Hypolycaena hatita hatita
Hypolycaena antifaunus antifaunus
Oxylides feminina feminina
PAPILIONIDAE
PAPILIONINAE
Papilio phorcas
Papilio bromius
Papilio nireus
Papilio hesperis
Papilio demodocus
Papilio dardanus

APATURINAE
Apaturopsis cleochares

Butterflies as a tourist attraction in Uganda
Michael Ochse forwarded me a newspaper clipping from Uganda. Due to the efforts of Rogers
Muhwezi and others, butterflies are receiving more and more attention in this country.
Saturday Monitor
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Butterfly Centre
You may recall, from previous editions of ABN, that we are aiming to create a National Butterfly
Centre, in order to house and properly curate existing butterfly and moth collections. LepSoc
Africa are investigating the viability of a butterfly centre on a site near Magaliesburg. The land
currently belongs to LSA member Lynn Katsoulis and is used by Happy Acres school as an
outdoor education facility.
A benefit of this site as that we can utilise many of the existing buildings and there should be a
steady stream of school children visiting the centre. Some of the existing buildings have significant
historical value and this will be incorporated into the design, which will include hiking trails, access
to mountain bike tracks and riverside picnic sites. A Butterfly Centre could become an important
tourist attraction, perhaps combined with day-visits to Maropeng or Sterkfontein Caves.
An architect, Sean Pearce (a partner of MDS Architecture) has offered his services, at risk, to
produce a scheme that can be properly costed and evaluated. A provisional layout includes a plant
display, butterfly exhibit, coffee shop, restaurant, bookshop, butterfly flight-house and an animal
display. A key component of the complex will be a store for African lepidoptera specimens, with
accommodation for visiting researchers. We hope that collectors, who haven’t already established
succession plans for their collections, will consider a bequest to the centre, where their collections
will be curated by a manager appointed by LepSoc Africa.
There are many issues that still need to be resolved, but I believe that, with appropriate financial
backing, we can build a sustainable facility, which will form an important role in the future security
of African lepidoptera.
PLANT DISPLAY
TOILET BLOCK
MUSEUM
RESTAURANT, COFFEE
SHOP AND CURATOR
FLIGHT HOUSE (NEW)
COLLECTION
FUTURE STORE
SITE MANAGER
ANIMAL DISPLAY
STAFF BLOCK
GATEHOUSE /
TICKETS
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Baffling Butterflies (Lourens Erasmus)
The behaviour of butterflies has always been fascinating, yet extremely complex to me and
recently it has become even more so, especially here in the Walter Sisulu Botanical Gardens. I
have borne witness to some strange patterns which have been occurring here in the Walter Sisulu
Botanical Gardens over the past few months, I’ve witnessed three different species appear very
suddenly and in large numbers and then disappear almost just as suddenly. The first of these
species were the Meadow Blue (Cupidopsis cissus cissus), which I found in the first week of
October 2020, I used to see around 20 a day in the field behind the Featherbrooke gate entrance,
yet two weeks later I found one, which I found strange, next were the Pea Blue (Lampides
boeticus), I noticed at least 50 different individuals on a walk in the Walter Sisulu Botanical
Gardens on the 28th of September 2020, a couple of weeks later on the 10 th of October we had a
walk behind the farm (Versilia Rose Farm) and there were also lots of Pea Blues, maybe close to
40 or 50 again yet nothing much other than that. I had another visit to the Walter Sisulu Botanical
Gardens a week later on the 16th of October 2020 and only found 3 or 4 Pea Blues, at first, I didn’t
pay much attention as this time around I found a colony of approximately 10-15 Twin-spot Giant
Cupid (Lepidochrysops plebeia plebeia), which were a first for me in the Botanical Gardens so my
excitement kind of took over. I saw them again on the 18th of October, but when I went up again
just before my birthday on the 27th of October 2020, I only found 2 which was strange as I covered
a similar yet larger area and the conditions were pretty good for butterflies. I started to notice that
these butterflies seem to have unusually short flight periods, considering that October is supposed
to be one of the best butterfly months here in the Highveld and I had no idea what might have
caused this behaviour, another very unusual thing for me was the apparent lack of Garden Acraea
(Acraea horta), which are usually extremely abundant near the main entrance and around the
waterfall area this time of year.
I have also been exposed to two other “mini butterfly explosions”, that of the Common Zebra Blue
(Leptotes pirithous pirithous) and then also the Dusky Lineblue (Pseudonacaduba sichela sichela)
which seem to have a more “normal” pattern. These butterflies have also emerged in large
numbers, especially the Zebra Blues which numbered close to 100 near the Featherbrooke
entrance and the hilltop behind Featherbrooke, the Dusky Blues were not as many in numbers
maybe 20 to 25 individuals which were found along the ridge and the hilltop, both species were
first observed on the 16th of October and have been found in similar numbers on my other trips, on
the 18TH,26TH and 28th of October and the last one being on the 14th of November just before our
trip with Steven. I read that this was supposed to be their peak flight period according to Steve
Woodhall’s book, with the Dusky Blues having continuous broods from October to May, and the
Zebra Blues from October till March.
The only logical explanations for this is as Jeremy Dobson explained was a lack of predators and
habitat destruction or a lack of larval food plants, another alarming thing is the difference in the
state of the garden’s general wellbeing, in 2019 the whole area behind Featherbrooke was burned
and I found quite a few Aloeides species as well as a few blues: Dotted Pierrot (Tarucus sybaris
sybaris), Black Pie (Tuxentius melaena melaena), Hintza Pierrot (Zintha hintza hintza) and Pink
Cupreous Ash Blue (Eicochrysops messapus mahallakoaena) after the first October rains, yet in
2020 I have only found 7 Dotted Blues, 2 Black Pies, a handful of Aloeides and no Hintza Blues up
till today 19 November 2020.
It would seem the impact of covid-19 has had far reaching implications not only for humans but for
the butterflies as well as their habitats have not been well maintained at all and it would seem as if
they too are in a state of disarray. I truly hope this is a once of thing and not a common trend as
anyone who has seen an open winged Hintza or even an open winged male Cupreous Blue would
tell you it’s a piece of magic we simply can’t afford to lose.
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Acraea lygus
WSBG, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Tuxentius melaena melaena
WSBG, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Eicochrysops messapus mahallakoaena
WSBG, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Zintha hintza hintza
WSBG, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Cupidopsis cissus cissus
WSBG, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Precis archesia archesia
WSBG, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Revision of the Pierid genus Mylothris (Haydon Warren-Gash)
After more than four years of research and preparation the Mylothris publication is available for
purchase.
It is published in hard-back A4 format, and includes 165 pages of text and nearly 50 colour plates.
All 105 species are illustrated in colour, as are all the male and a selection of female genitalia. The
phylogeny reflects extensive molecular analysis, undertaken by Professor Niklas Wahlberg and his
team at Lund University, the results of which were published in a paper earlier this year (WarrenGash et al, 2020).
If you would like a copy, books may be ordered directly from Haydon (haydonwg@hotmail.com),
from Pemberley books, or from the main UK distributor NHBS – which has set up a branch office
in Germany to facilitate the distribution of Natural History books in Europe post the Brexit
transition period. The cost per copy (which has been made as low as possible) is £80 plus
packaging and postage.

Verloren Valei Newsletter
As noted in an earlier article, LepSoc Africa (LSA) are now corporate members of Friends of
Verloren Valei (FVV). FVV will circulate copies of LSA newsletters and advertising material and
vice-versa.
I’ve attached a link to the latest Verloren Valei newsletter, below:
Verloren Valei
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Legendary Loerieskloof (Lourens Erasmus)
On Sunday the 15th of November 2020, Caroline Erasmus, Jan Praet and I joined Steven Ball for
an incredible walk up Loerieskloof, a mountain which has some of the best views and butterflies
one could possibly imagine.
The walk itself was tiresome but we were duly rewarded when we reached one of two “magic
spots” at the top of the mountain, we encountered a festival of hilltoppers at “Steven’s Magic
Spot”, some of the highlights included seeing Citrus Swallowtail (Papilio demodocus demodocus)
chase off Common Diadem (Hypolimnas misippus), which in turn were being chased by Garden
Copmmodore (Precis archesia archesia), almost like a mini sardine run.
There were also some Transvaal Pearl-spotted Charaxes (Charaxes jahlusa rex), Protea Sapphire
(Iolaus trimeni) (which Caroline managed to capture beautifully with the long lens, much to my
bewilderment) and a Foxy Charaxes (Charaxes saturnus saturnus) in the area, but the best was
yet to come, on our return we stopped at “Jan’s Magic Spot” and this is where the fun really
began, we found out target species, Hutchinson's High-flier (Aphnaeus hutchinsonii), which was a
first for myself and Caroline and literally bought tears to my eyes, I’ll never forget Jan’s words: “put
down the camera and have a closer look.” I was not disappointed, the sheer beauty of this
butterfly was captivating, definitely worth the climb and torn pants. The magic didn’t end there
though as we were also treated to a mini dog fight between some Black-tipped Scarlet (Axiocerses
coalescens) males whose speed amazed me, you could literally hear their little wings clatter as
they flew past us, last but not least Steven also had the joy of photographing a Twin-spot Giant
Cupid (Lepidochrysops plebeia plebeia) which was a first for him, and Jan got an incredible close
up shot of the Highflier with the bright blue sky and some clouds behind it.
All in all, it was a fantastic day and one that will live in my memory forever, a truly legendary day.

Axiocerses coalescens
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Stephen Ball

Aphnaeus hutchinsonii
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Jan Praet

Hike up the mountain
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Caroline Erasmus

Charaxes saturnus saturnus
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Charaxes jahlusa rex
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Stephen Ball

Sable
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus
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MORPHOLOGY AND BARCODE (Ian Richardson)
In both the Neptis and Aloeides projects, and no doubt throughout the butterfly and moth genera, a
difficult question often arises about the relationship between two populations. Are they two
separate species or subspecies of one species or merely forms of a single species? Both the
morphology, including the form of the genitalia, and the barcodes contribute to answering the
question and I was recently trying to capture the possible combinations of answers. I sent a
diagram to Jeremy and he urged me to present it in the ABN, so here goes.

The diagram is a chart with pwd (barcode pairwise difference) on the x axis and the morphological
difference on the y axis. Whilst barcode pwd is intrinsically numerical, morphological difference is
not. So, for the morphological difference axis we just have qualitative measures; None, Small and
Large. Individual specimen pairs from the population or populations of interest are plotted on the
chart as coloured dots.
The red zone radiating from the origin represents low pwd and low morphological difference. The
specimen pairs that fall into this zone we would normally say belong to the same species. This
single species zone has fuzzy boundaries as there are no rigid criteria on either barcode or
morphology to decide “same species” or “different species”. It is very much up to experts to make
the decision for specimen pairs that fall in the fuzzy zone.
If a specimen pair falls into the green zone, we would almost certainly make the decision that the
two specimens are from different species. I have chosen four situations drawn from the Neptis
genus, surprise surprise, to illustrate possible combinations of morphological difference and
barcode difference. The plotted data are taken from the barcodes currently available to me and
morphological difference is a notional estimate with some randomisation to indicate variability
within populations.
The data for 37 barcoded specimens of Neptis laeta are plotted in the bottom left hand corner, the
single species zone. Although the specimen capture localities range from South Africa to E. DRC,
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the morphology-pwd points form a tight bunch well within the single species zone. The scatter
along the morphological difference axis indicates that there is some variation with the species.
Moving to the opposite corner, we have Neptis saclava and Neptis dumetorum (Reunion).
Although these two species are closely related, both morphology and barcode show that they are
separate species.
Directly below that pair, we have a cryptic pair of species, Neptis stellata and Neptis nigra, where
the morphology does not separate the populations. Close inspection does show some very slight
differences between the illustrated specimens, but these are not consistent when a large sample
of specimens is examined. Barcode comes to the rescue in this situation with a healthy pwd of
around 3% between specimens drawn from the two species. These two species were in fact
separated by Claude Pierre-Baltus from the form and colour of the larvae. We could include the
larva in the morphology, but for the most part specimens are encountered as adults and so larval
morphology is unknown. There are in fact two more closely related species in this cryptic group
that have been revealed by barcoding, and these have yet to be formally described.
Finally, in the top left hand corner we have an unusual situation where two visually different
populations have virtually the same barcode. Morphology says two species, whilst barcode says
one species. I believe the low pwd between these populations indicates very recent speciation and
only the morphology difference reveals that there are indeed two different species. Neptis
ochracea ochreata, illustrated, flies in Uganda and the eastern DRC whilst Neptis species5a flies
in the Kakamega forest in Kenya. Curiously, Neptis species5a is almost indistinguishable from
Neptis woodwardi, from further East in Kenya, but the pwd between these two species is 3%.
A subspecies case is not shown on the diagram. If two populations are subspecies of one
species, we would expect the morphology/pwd points to be displaced a little higher up the
morphological difference axis than Neptis laeta, but not to show much of a barcode difference.
As populations diverge over time, the barcode pwd will increase and eventually move the
morphology/pwd point out of the single species (red) zone into the two species (green) zone.
There are many rules of thumb for the degree of barcode separation that indicates two species.
3% is often quoted as the “species threshold”, whilst some experts state 4%. However, each case
has to be considered carefully in conjunction with morphological differences and biogeographical
factors. The species5a-ochracea case indicates that separate species can exist with virtually the
same barcode. Or maybe these morphologically distinct populations would interbreed if they were
not physically separated. That would mean they are populations in the process of separating into
distinct species, but maybe they haven’t made the break yet.
If you don’t mind getting a bit of a headache, a very good paper to read on barcodes and species
is Stoeckle M.Y. and Thaler D.S. 2018. “Why should mitochondria define species?” Human
Evolution 33 – n. 1-2 (1-30). I must confess I start to get lost somewhere near the top of page 1,
but there is lots of good stuff in there and the fog may clear a bit the more often you read the
paper.

A rare form of Citrus Swallowtail
Stephen Ball – who is becoming an expert at photographing
butterflies in flight – took this amazing picture of an aberrant
Citrus Swallowtail (Papilio demodocus demodocus) near his
home in Lourieskloof, Pretoria.
I’ve never seen this form, but there is a picture in Pennington’s 2
(715a)
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Eastern Cape Bioblitz
SANParks have been exploring the possibility of establishing a new National Park in the North
Eastern Grasslands of the Eastern Cape. They have decided to move ahead, with support from
WWF, however biodiversity data is needed to guide long term management of this new park.
SANBI and SANParks are organising a multi taxon Bioblitz and are looking at 7 to 13 February this
year; the closest town is Rhodes.
LepSoc Africa have been invited to manage the lepidoptera surveys and we have provisionally
accepted, although we require a volunteer (or volunteers) to undertake this work. The scheme
involves one week of butterfly-surveys and the loading of as many species observations onto
iNaturalist as possible. Participants are responsible for ensuring that the specimens that are
sampled, or photos that are posted to iNaturalist, are identified and made available to SANParks
by June 2021.
Travel and accommodation expenses will be covered by SANBI / SANParks. Please get back to
me as soon as possible (jchdobson@gmail.com) if you are willing to participate; preferably you
should be able to identify most of the common lepidoptera species likely to be found in this area,
but LepSoc Africa will be able to support you in this regard.
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A sobering stay at Sobhengu (Jeremy Dobson)
I joined some birding friends of mine for a mid-week special at Sobhengu, Lake St Lucia, KZN.
This is the spot where Justin Bode found Southern Large Glasswing (Ornipholidotos peucetia
penningtoni) in November 2010 and a further visit, in Nov 2018 by the Bodes, the Coetzers, the
Williams’s and myself had yielded Millar's Large Buff (Deloneura millari millari), Brilliant Gem
(Chloroselas pseudozeritis pseudozeritis) and Lebombo Ciliate Blue (Anthene princeps): I had
high hopes.
Unfortunately, although there were plenty of butterflies, I didn’t see anything too exciting, apart
from some of the Zululand specials like Zulu Shadefly (Coenyra hebe), Mamba Swordtail
(Graphium colonna) and Gold-banded Forester (Euphaedra neophron neophron).
Sulphur Orange Tip (Colotis auxo auxo) was flying in large numbers, closely followed by African
Veined White (Belenois gidica abyssinica) and African Caper White (Belenois creona severina).
Buquet's Vagrant (Nepheronia buquetii buquetii) and Vine-leaf Vagrant (Eronia cleodora) were not
far behind.

Euphaedra neophron neophron
Sobhengu, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Graphium antheus
Sobhengu, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Colotis annae annae
Sobhengu, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Colotis auxo auxo
Sobhengu, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Mylothris agathina agathina
Sobhengu, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Phalanta eurytis eurytis
Sobhengu, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Belenois gidica abyssinica
Sobhengu, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Papilio dardanus cenea
Sobhengu, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Sarangesa motozi
Sobhengu, KZN
Jeremy Dobson
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I visited Manguzi and Tembe for a day-trip. I don’t have much hope for the future of Manguzi; all
the fences are gone and there are numerous tracks into the forest. Not too many trees appear to
have been cut down yet, although all the dead wood had been removed and the forest has a
strangely “dead” feel to it. As a butterfly locality, it isn’t much use any more, as there is a stark line
between the remaining trees and the surrounding township, with no transition zone whatsoever.
The area surrounding Tembe Elephant Park probably has a few more years left, although the rate
of habitat degradation is frightening. I saw a few representatives of the local Dusky Russet
(Aloeides taikosama), which are, in terms of mtDNA, significantly different to those from Limpopo
province. There were also a couple of Small Playboy (Deudorix vansoni) and a solitary Saffron
Sapphire (Iolaus pallene).

Dotta callicles
Manguzi, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Iolaus pallene
Tembe, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides taikosama
Tembe, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

I took a fairly torturous route back home, incorporating a brief stop at Mandawe Cross near
Eshowe. No sign of Natal Yellow-banded Sapphire (Iolaus diametra natalica), but there were a
couple of Estcourt Ciliate Blue (Anthene millari) and a single Hutchinson's High-flier (Aphnaeus
hutchinsonii), none of which would perch low enough to be photographed. Much like Manguzi and
Tembe, I feel that Mandawe Cross is on borrowed time.
I returned from KZN feeling rather depressed. Outside of Sobhengu (with the notable exception of
people) the only large animals you are likely to see in Zululand are cows, goats and chickens.

And from the Birders…

African Broadbill
iSimangaliso, KZN
Alan Payne

Gorgeus Bushshrike
iSimangaliso, KZN
Alan Payne

Purple-crested Turuco
Sobhengu, KZN
Alan Payne
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CRG – Preface and dedication (Hermann Staude)
The third Caterpillar Rearing Group (CRG) volume has been published in Metamorphosis
(Volume 31 / 3).
I’ve reproduced Hermann Staude’s introduction (below):
The main aim of the Caterpillar Rearing Group (CRG) of the Lepidopterist’s Society of Africa is to
explore and uncover the hitherto secret lives of African lepidopteran caterpillars and to learn how
they interact with other life forms in the great theatre of life. This incredible journey of exploration
into the unknown is providing all of us with a seemingly endless feeling of satisfaction, reward and
achievement. To say that we are excited about the path of discovery that we are on would be an
understatement. In fact, most of us are somewhat overwhelmed by the experience. One cannot
describe the feeling of joy you get when you know that you are the first person ever to observe
something in nature, be it a new species or a first rearing or an unknown aspect of their behaviour.
This is the third publication of the CRG, where we aim to publish pertinent data from each rearing
successfully completed by our members. The first paper, published in 2016, reported on 1 778
rearings comprising 962 species of Afrotropical Lepidoptera and covered all rearings received up
to December 2015. A second paper appeared in 2017, which reported on another 458 rearings
comprising 424 taxa of Afrotropical Papilionoidea. In this publication we cover all new rearings
received up to the end of June 2019. We report on a further 2 371 rearings, comprising 953
species of Afrotropical Lepidoptera, adding 641 species, bringing the total of Lepidoptera reared
by the CRG to 2 027 species.
Sadly, one of us, Douglas Kroon passed away on 2 August 2020 at the age of 80. We would like
to dedicate this volume to his memory. Whenever I visited Doug, he always had some caterpillar
rearings on the go. He was particularly fond of the psychids and sessiids. His major contribution in
this field was his compilation of all the Lepidoptera-host associations for southern Africa known at
the time, entitled Lepidoptera of southern Africa, host plants and other associations, a catalogue,
published in 1999.
In this paper we provide a brief overview of the Lepidoptera-host associations for southern Africa
known today. About half of the data used for this overview are from Doug’s publication.
Much of what we uncover remains unpublished because of the sheer volume of new information
streaming in. At the time of writing this preface, we have 98 036 files and photographs relating to
African caterpillars in storage. It would be almost impossible to publish all of this information, but
with these CRG publications we at least let the world know what we are doing, albeit in an
abbreviated form.
Hermann Staude
CRG Project Leader
October 2020

LepSoc Africa / Metamorphosis website
Perhaps as a result of the above CRG paper, the Metamorphosis website experience
unprecedented “traffic” in November.
In excess of 8 600 “views” were recorded, of which more than 3 600 were first-time viewers.
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Mountainlands (Jeremy Dobson)
As the COREL custodian for the two endemic Barberton Lepidochysops, I’d planned a visit to
Mountainlands on Sun 15 Nov 2020. Mark Williams joined me for a three day trip.
Day one (Sat 14 Nov) entailed a visit to the forest at Elandshoogte - off the Schoemanskloof road plus some exploring of the adjacent grasslands. The forest was quiet apart from a few Marieps
Emperor Swallowtail (Papilio ophidicephalus ayresi) and a couple of Charaxes: Mpumalanga
Forest-king Charaxes (Charaxes xiphares draconis) and Wolkberg Silver-barred Charaxes
(Charaxes druceanus moerens). A solitary Long-tailed Admiral (Antanartia schaeneia schaeneia)
perched briefly, disappearing into the canopy before it could be photographed. We checked the
browns carefully - Chris Dobson has caught North-eastern Hillside Brown (Stygionympha scotina
coetzeri) at this spot before - but they were all Black-haired Bush Brown (Bicyclus safitza safitza)
or Rainforest Dull Brown (Cassionympha cassius). The grassland (Chris’s A. nubilus spot)
contained several Transvaal Russet (Aloeides dryas) and a few of the local Hillside Russet
(Aloeides henningi), which I suspect are actually closer to Plain Russet (Aloeides almeida):
samples were taken for DNA sequencing. There were a few Orachrysops flying, which I’ve put
down as Restless Cupid (Orachrysops lacrimosa). Also, loads of Narrow-banded Widow (Dingana
angusta), which were generally a bit past it. We rounded off the day with a visit to Slaaihoek, south
of Waterfall Boven. A house has been built on the Slaaihoek Tower locality for Mountain Russet
(Aloeides titei), so we explored some adjacent areas. No titei, but several False Silver-bottom
Brown (Pseudonympha magoides) and a couple of Lydenburg Opal (Chrysoritis aethon).

Aloeides dryas
Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Cassionympha cassius
Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Chrysoritis aethon
Slaaihoek, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Dietmar and Claudia Ley (much to Dietmar’s dismay) were stuck in France and were unable to
visit SA until mid-December due to Covid restrictions. They very kindly let Mark and I stay at their
palatial house in Shandon Wildlife Estate, Nelspruit. Another person I need to thank is Nico
Oosthuizen, manager of Mountainlands, who very kindly arranged access to this magnificent
nature reserve.
The grasslands above Barberton (which start at an altitude of about
1 000 m in the Makhonjwa Mountains) contain plenty of gold and
three endemic COREL butterflies (Custodians of Rare and
Endangered Lepidoptera): Barberton Russet (Aloeides barbarae),
Barberton Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops swanepoeli) and Purplebrown Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops jefferyi). We found all three of
them, in various states of abundance.
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L. swanepoeli was fairly common, with males dogfighting on almost all the hills. L. jefferyi was far
less abundant and almost all the specimens we saw were worn. This season at least, a visit in late
October would have been better.
A. barbarae was even scarcer; we saw only two or three specimens, although this species, in my
opinion is the least vulnerable of the Barberton specials – we were probably too early, or between
broods. Other butterflies included Northern Orange-banded Protea (Capys alpheus extentus), King
Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops tantalus), Light Red Acraea (Acraea nohara nohara), Speckled Red
Acraea (Acraea violarum violarum) and Angola White Lady (Graphium angolanus angolanus) Mark found a solitary Wolkberg Sandman (Spialia secessus).

Lepidochrysops swanepoeli
Mountainlands, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides barbarae
Mountainlands, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Acraea nohara nohara
Mountainlands, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Spialia ferax
Mountainlands, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Capys alpheus extentus
Mountainlands, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Acraea aglaonice
Mountainlands, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

On our last day (Mon 16 Nov) we decided to investigate some hills to the west of Mountainlands to
- hopefully - extend the known distribution ranges of the special Barberton butterflies. You are able
to access these hills via an old mining track, but unfortunately we didn’t find any of the special
butterflies, or much Ocimum obovatum (refer to the next article). There were loads of Acraea
violarum violarum however. We next visited Shiyalongubu, which was fairly quiet, apart from
swarms of Eastern Gold-spotted Sylph (Metisella metis paris). There were several Bush Kite
(Papilio euphranor) flying in the canopy, and we found a few forest species such as Dead-leaf
Commodore (Precis tugela tugela) and Marieps Battling Glider (Cymothoe alcimeda marieps).
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A visit to the grasslands adjacent to Shiyalongubu produced a few worn Sabie Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops irvingi) and Restless Cupid (Orachrysops lacrimosa), as well as some nice
Transvaal Russet (Aloeides dryas).
We completed the day with some searches in the Gladdespruit area, where we found - nothing.
All in all a really good trip; we found all the COREL species at Barberton and reconfirmed my long
held suspicion that Golden Flash (Chrysoritis phosphor) does not exist.

Aloeides dryas
Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Cymothoe alcimeda marieps
Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Metisella metis paris
Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Further insect doom and gloom...
A new study has identified intensive agriculture as the main culprit behind the “Insect Apocalypse”,
at least in North America.
Species extinction in farmlands

A new locality record for Serradinga clarki amissivallis
James van den Heever of Friends of Verloren Valei forward me
an email from Frans Krige, regional ecologist in the Dullstroom
area for Mpumalanga Tourism and Parks. On 10 November,
during the course of a Wetland Rehab surveys at Middelpunt
(between Dullstroom and Belfast), Frans found a new locality for
Gladiolus malvenus and many Seradinga, which I assume are
Dullstroom Bronze Speckled Widow (Serradinga clarki
amissivallis). This butterfly has previously only been recorded
from Verloren Valei, so this is an important finding.

Serradinga clarki amissivallis
Middelpunt, Mpumalanga
Frans Krige

SALCA Publication
The SALCA publication has been published in Metamorphosis - it was agreed to add all taxon
assessors as authors of the publication; congratulations to everyone involved with this groundbreaking update to SABCA. The main article (and five separate conservation assessments) may
be downloaded via the Publications tab on the LepSoc Africa website:
lepsocafrica.org
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A Barberton conundrum (Jeremy Dobson)
A question that has puzzled me for some time is why the endemic Barberton Lepidochysops, L.
swanepoeli and L. jefferyi are only found within a restricted area of the Barberton hills? There are
plenty of relatively undisturbed hillsides at a similar altitude in the same general area, which don’t
appear to support any of these butterflies.
It seems possible that the unique geology at Barberton may harbour local and endemic host plants
or attendant ants. While I can’t comment on the ants, I have a suspicion that the Cat’s Whisker
(Ocimum) flowers found within the central Mountainlands area - the area occupied by L.
swanepoeli and L. jefferyi - are unique. According to Penningtons and Woodhall, the larval host
plant of the two butterflies is Ocimum obovatum, but Mark Williams forwarded me a paper (refer to
the link below) in which obovatum has been split into five species - I noticed that the distribution of
Lotana Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops lotana) for example, corelates very closely to that of Ocimum
citriodorum. Unfortunately, I didn’t collect any plant samples in Barberton, so this will have to wait
until next season. One thing I have established is that the Mountainlands Ocimum is not that
widespread; for example, it appears to be almost completely absent from the hills west of the Pig’s
Peak road, at least based on a fairly brief survey by Mark Williams and I.
I find it interesting that Sabie Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops
irvingi) flies near the southern border of Mountainlands, adjacent
to Shiyalongubu forest. It is never found at the L. swanepoeli
locality, which is only 5 km away, and vice-versa. The Ocimum
that L. irvingi uses had completely finished flowering when Mark
and I visited the site on 16 Nov this year, whereas the L.
swanepoeli plant was common and conspicuous in central
Mountainlands. This is despite the fact that the grassland all
appeared to have been burnt at the same time. When I
previously visited the L. irvingi site, on 19 Sep 2019, the hillside
was carpeted in Ocimum, although I didn’t visit central
Mountainlands on that occasion to compare the state of the
plants at that site.
One theory that I’ve heard is that the distribution of these
Lepidochysops is controlled by strict altitudinal bracketing - I’m
fairly sure that this is not (fully) correct. L. irvingi flies at 1 500 m
at Mountainlands, 1 250 m at Mac-Mac Falls, at 1 600 m at
Nelshoogte and at 1 400 m at Malalotja, Swaziland. L.
swanepoeli flies primarily within the 900 m to 1 250 altitudinal
band at Mountainlands, but visits hilltops at over 1 400 m; it’s
range does not appear to be unduly constrained by altitude.

L. irvingi feeding on Ocimum
Mountainlands (South)
Jeremy Dobson
19 Sep 2019

L. swanepoeli feeding on Ocimum
Mountainlands (Central)
Jeremy Dobson
15 Nov 2020

My provisional hypothesis is that the highly restricted distribution of the special Barberton
Lepidochysops is a result of an equally special endemic Ocimum; further research to be
conducted next season!
Becium / Ocimum
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Discovery of a population of Yellowish Amakoza Rocksitter
(Mark Liptrot)
On 14 December Mark Liptrot discovered a population of Yellowish Amakoza Rocksitter Durbania
amakoza flavida (Quickelberge, 1981) at Monteseel, Inchanga, KZN
The KZN sourveld grasslands are often a haven for specialist
lepidoptera, none more so than D. amakoza flavida whose
larvae feed on rock lichens. In adult form, no feeding occurs
as they do not possess mouthparts. The flight period is in
November and December, and by necessity is relatively short,
so they can concentrate on finding a suitable mate. However,
due to the dwindling numbers of suitable habitats due to
overgrazing, and population pressure requiring building land,
this species is classified as endangered, with an estimated
1 000 individuals in total emerging each year*. It Is therefore critical that these populations (which
are found scattered between Ntshongweni up to hillsides around Nkandla Forest**) are preserved
for posterity.
Whilst assessing butterfly diversity in the
Monteseel area, suitable habitats for
Durbania were investigated for populations on
8 and 14 December 2020. This habitat is
shown (left):

A population of about 25 individuals (mainly
male) were found below a vacant plot that is
for sale at 16 Rosemarie Avenue, Inchanga
(known as Monteseel), coordinates 29.744562, 30.686169, at 09h30 on 14
December 2020:

For Sale board at 16 Rosemarie Avenue

Durbania in its natural habitat
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Durbania amakoza flavida female

Durbania amakoza flavida male

Several areas around Monteseel have been earmarked for conservation as the eThekwini
Environmental Planning and Climate Protection Department (EPCPD) is formalising protection for
the DMOSS corridors. These are shown in red on the board below, but the population discovered
on 14 December 2020 is outside of these areas:

Red lines show demarcated conservation areas; red arrow shows position of new Durbania
population. It is critical that steps are taken to preserve this new population of Durbania amakoza
flavida.
References:
*Conservation Assessment of Butterflies of South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland: Red List and Atlas eds. Mecenero et al,
Saftronics JHB & ADU, 2013
** Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa Woodhall, S., Struik, Cape Town, 2020

Note:
Mark, Steve Woodhall and KZN Wildlife’s Adrian Armstrong are actively working to try and
save this site – further news to follow shortly.
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KZN Trip (Jeremy Dobson)
Colleen and I spent a few days at Leisure Bay (KZN South Coast) in early December and I visited
most of my usual butterfly spots in this area. Cool and cloudy weather didn’t help, but I got the
feeling that the butterflies were not particularly good anyway: there had been a fair bit of rain, but
this had probably been too late to benefit the December butterflies.
There were a few Bush Kite (Papilio euphranor) flying at Ingeli Forest (east of Kokstad) but very
few butterflies in the adjacent grassland. Of the hoped for Dark Ranger (Kedestes niveostriga
niveostriga) and Mooi River Opal (Chrysoritis lycegenes) there was no sign; just a solitary (early?)
Natal Amakosa Rocksitter (Durbania amakosa natalensis). My Umtamvuna locality near
Izingolweni was full of butterflies - as usual - but no White Spotted Ketsi Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops ketsi leucomacula). As per Ingeli, there was a solitary Rocksitter, in this case
Whitish Amakosa Rocksitter (Durbania amakosa albescens).
Oribi Gorge contained several Pondo Shadefly (Coenyra aurantiaca), but not much else of note.
The Old Pont – home of Eastern Yellow-banded Evening Brown (Gnophodes diversa) – was
closed for some Covid-related reason.

Belenois gidica abyssinica
Oribi Gorge, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Coenyra aurantiaca
Oribi Gorge, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Colotis euippe omphale
Oribi Gorge, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Protogoniomorpha parhassus
Oribi Gorge, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Junonia natalica natalica
Leisure Bay, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Precis octavia sesamus
Ingeli, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Durbania amakosa natalensis
Ingeli, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Papilio euphranor
Ingeli, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Durbania amakosa albescens
Izingolweni, KZN
Jeremy Dobson
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A new locality for Whitish Amakosa Rocksitter (Jeremy Dobson)
The Red Desert is - according to the Port Edward publicity brochures - the smallest desert in the
world. Whether it is natural, or a manmade artefact, is a matter of some debate (the official
explanation is that it is a result of overgrazing 150 years ago, although this doesn’t fully explain
why nothing has grown back); nonetheless the Red Desert and surrounding grassland has been
declared an Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife nature reserve and lies south west of Port Edward.
While walking there on a cool and cloudy afternoon with my wife’s
nephew, Jonathan Green, and family, I pointed out some lichen
covered rocks and showed them photos of Rocksitters from Steve
Woodhall’s App. As we had nothing better to do, we spent some
time searching the rocks and after a few minutes Jonathan’s two
year old son Nathan said “what’s this”? He had found a mating pair
of Whitish Amakosa Rocksitter (Durbania amakosa albescens) and,
inches away, were another pair.
I recorded, in January 2016, that Maluti Amakosa Rocksitter (Durbania amakosa sagittata) mate
side-by-side and, while this behaviour is rare in the butterfly world, it seems to be the way
Durbania do things. A further observation from 2016 was that - when looking forwards - the
females were always on the left; I wondered whether Durbania might be “handed” in some way.
Well, so much for that theory - in both these new instances the females were on the right.
The butterfly was first found near Margate airport and was
described by Clive Quickelberge in 1981. I have found it within
the Umtamvuna valley at Beacon Hill (a KZN nature reserve)
and also north of Beacon Hill, near Izingolweni. This new finding
possibly reduces the degree of conservation concern afforded to
this taxa (it is currently listed as Vulnerable), although it must be
stated that there is very little suitable habitat remaining within
southern KZN.
I’ll revisit the Red Desert later this year to see whether another
rare South Coast special, White Spotted Ketsi Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops ketsi leucomacula) is found there; I’d bet good
money that it will be.

Durbania amakosa albescens
(Mating pair)
Red Desert, Port Edward, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

The Northern Berg (Jeremy Dobson)
To conclude our KZN holiday, we spent a few days at Witsieshoek. The
hotel, on the Free State / KZN border, is one of my favourite places to
stay: great views and good food coupled with some magnificent walks
nearby. I’m often surprised that friends of mine frequently visit Central
Berg destinations such as Giant’s Castle and Cathkin; the Northern Berg
(in my opinion) contains the most rugged and dramatic scenery in the
entire Drakensberg and is also the closest destination to Gauteng.
Hikes such as Tugela Gorge, the Crack and the Mudslide and of course
the top of Tugela Falls via the Gulley or Chain-ladder are up there with
anything the rest of the world has to offer.
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As a butterfly destination, the region contains only one endemic
species: Maluti Amakosa Rocksitter (Durbania amakosa sagittata).
This may change however: the Aloeides “dentatis” from Witsieshoek
is probably a new species (refer to November’s newsletter) and I’m
not convinced that the Orachrysops that flies in the Mahai Valley is
O. nasutus remus; the upper side colour is a significantly different
shade of blue. Most of the Lesotho “browns” can be found in the
region, including High Peaks Brown (Pseudonympha penningtoni),
although none of the Lepidochysops unfortunately. Usually the most
abundant Pseudonympha above the Amphitheatre on the Tugela
Falls walk is P. gaika. I now think that P. paragaika may fly with
them.

Not the most unattractive locality in
the world…
The Aloeides “dentatis” spot at
Witsieshoek

Machacha Opal (Chrysoritis pelion) is reasonably common at the Sentinel (above the zig-zag
path) and also on rocky ledges above Tugela Falls. Other nice butterflies from the area include
Unique Ranger (Kedestes lenis alba) and Marsh Mountain Blue (Harpendyreus noquasa).
My main butterfly-objectives for my trip were to obtain samples of Aloeides “dentatis”, A. oreas and
A. rileyi for DNA sequencing and I achieved two out of three; cloudy and cool weather and the
threat of lightning prevented me reaching the peaks above the Amphitheatre, where A. rileyi flies.
This latter objective was eventually accomplished however as we stopped at Golden Gate on our
way home. I also saw a couple of Golden Gate Cupid (Orachrysops montanus) but, rather
surprisingly, no Golden Gate Brown (Pseudonympha paragaika) above the Brandwag.
On a frustrating note, the hike to the top of the Amphitheatre, via the Sentinel, should be a
showcase for Free State tourism. Unfortunately, the road to the Sentinel car park can now only be
travelled using a 4 by 4 and one of the famous chain ladders is closed for an indefinite period due
to a missing anchor bolt…

Aloeides “dentatis”
Witsieshoek, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Stygionympha scotina scotina
Witsieshoek, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Chrysoritis pelion
Witsieshoek, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Orachrysops montanus
Golden Gate, Free State
Jeremy Dobson

Acraea horta
Golden Gate, Free State
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides rileyi
Golden Gate, Free State
Jeremy Dobson
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Butterfly Behaviour (Etienne Terblanche)
Etienne is seldom without his camera and, while in the field, has been building up short videos,
each focusing on aspects of butterfly behaviour.
Mark Williams has agreed to host links to the videos under the relevant sections of Afrotropical
Butterflies, typically under the "Habits" section or in some cases "Early stages". Two examples are
included below:
1. Wolkberg Russet (Aloeides stevensoni)
Female carefully searching for sites in which to oviposit
Aloeides stevensoni
J. E. Terblanche, 2020
2. Wolkberg Zulu (Alaena margaritacea)
Larva (presumably final instar) in micro-habitat on rock surface at type locality
Alaena margaritacea
J. E. Terblanche, 2020

A new locality record for Amauris albimaculata albimaculata (Fanie
Rautenbach)
Fanie Rautenbach identified the following record on LepiMAP; the photo shows a
specimen of Layman (Amauris albimaculata albimaculata), flying near the Vaalkop
dam in North West province. Fanie noted that there are a handful of old historical
records of this butterfly from Gauteng – presumably a result of dispersal from the
butterfly’s normal area of occurrence in South Africa, which is restricted to the
northern and eastern parts of the country.
Amauris albimaculata

Butterfly-survey reports from Mark Liptrot
Mark Liptrot has produced reports of his visits to Bergville, KZN and Barkly East, Eastern Cape.
You can view the reports by clicking on the links below:
Barkly East
Bergville
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An expedition to the Eastern Cape (Jeremy Dobson)
Mark Williams and I visited the Eastern Cape in mid-December, primarily to look for a few missing
Aloeides species (refer to Aloeides Project under PROJECTS).
Day one (15 Dec) involved a journey to Hogsback, where I’d booked accommodation for the first
three days of our expedition). We stopped at a spot near Wepener, where I’ve previously found
Karoo Russet (Aloeides gowani) and Southey's Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops southeyae). No
gowani and very few butterflies to be honest, but some nice Koppie Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops
ortygia). We visited Longhill, Queenstown in the afternoon; the weather was clouding over and not
many butterflies could be found. There was loads of Salvia, but no sign of East Cape Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops grahami).
The following day we visited Gaikas Kop. I climbed the mountain
while Mark stayed nearer the car. My accent, though thick, wet
vegetation (it had rained the previous night) was fairly tough, but it
was great to see a few Bamboo Sylph (Metisella syrinx) flying in the
Mountain Bamboo just below the summit. I searched the scree
slopes on the sides of the mountain, but not a single Gaika Opal
(Chrysoritis penningtoni) could be seen - they simply weren’t flying.
The summit of Gaikas Kop
Jeremy Dobson

Mark had found a few L. grahami and Nosy Cupid (Orachrysops
nasutus nasutus); he had also climbed to the nearest scree slope
and found nothing. A valley south of Gaikas Kop yielded a few Tsomo Mountain Blue
(Harpendyreus tsomo); in addition, we visited a hill to the east of Hogsback in search of
Queenstown Opal (Chrysoritis braueri) without success and took a scenic drive through the
Hogsback forest which was deadly quiet.

Metisella syrinx
Gaikas Kop, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Capys alpheus alpheus
Hogsback, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Lepidochrysops grahami
Gaikas Kop, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Day three (17 Dec) entailed a drive to the Tsomo area. Our first stop was a low hill south of
Tsomo, where Chris Dobson and I had found a few Aloeides dentatis-like butterflies ten year’s
previously. Mark managed to catch a couple of samples, which will be submitted to BOLD for
barcoding at the end of this season. Similarly for a butterfly from the same locality, which looks like
Aloeides almeida. A little to the southwest is the spot for Mbulu Russet (Aloeides mbuluensis). I
hadn’t expected this butterfly to be flying, as when I visited the site with Raimund Schutte in
November 1999 most of the butterflies were a bit past it; nonetheless, mbuluensis was flying in fair
numbers. Our final destination for the day was the “Aslauga” locality a further 2 km SW; Chris and
I had caught Southern Purple (Aslauga australis) here on two separate occasions. No Aslauga
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unfortunately and little else apart from a couple of Burnished Opal (Chrysoritis chrysaor) and
Amakosa Rocksitter (Durbania amakosa amakosa).
Twenty years ago there was a large Afromontane forest nearby; Chris Ficq found Golden Flash
(Chrysoritis phosphor phosphor) there. Even ten years ago this was a nice locality for Sulphur
Dotted Border (Mylothris trimenia) and Transkei Forest-king Charaxes (Charaxes xiphares
thyestes). Today, apart from a small patch, it has been completely destroyed and overrun by
wattle; I doubt whether even a fragment of forest will remain in five years’ time.
If Aslauga australis lives in the adjacent Albany thicket it should be OK for a few more years. On
the other hand, if this is a forest species that visits the nearby hilltop bushes for mate-location it is
in big trouble.

Aloeides dentatis-ish
Tsomo, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides mbuluensis
Tsomo, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Durbania amakosa amakosa
Tsomo, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

The following day (18 Dec) we visited a hill 15 km northeast of Queenstown, where Chris and I
had found a couple of Long Hill Russet (Aloeides braueri) in December 2006. It looks like I’m
going to have to do braueri the hard way; an extensive search of the mountainside yielded two
specimens – I was presumably too early for the summer brood and too late for the spring
emergence. There was little else flying apart from a couple of Yellow Dodger
(Afrogegenes ocra), so Mark and I decided to give Longhill a chance to redeem
itself: it didn’t.
All South African lepidopterists should have a trip to Huntly Glen on their CV and
Ernest and Anne Pringle had kindly offered to accommodate Mark and I for a
couple of nights. We drove to Huntly Glen that afternoon, stopping to look for
non-existent Southey's Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops southeyae) at Tarkastad.

Aloeides braueri
Queenstown, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Acraea neobule neobule
Queenstown, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides damarensis damarensis
Tarkastad, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson
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On Saturday (19 Dec) Ernest very kindly showed us some of the best localities on his farm, but
unfortunately butterflies were few and far between. I caught a couple of interesting looking Brown
Russet (Aloeides trimeni trimeni) for the Aloeides Project and Mark found a solitary D. a. amakosa.
A general observation from our Eastern Cape trips was that “migrating” Pioneer Caper White /
Brown-veined White (Belenois aurota) were travelling in a west to east direction.
I spent some time admiring Ernest’s collection; one of the best assemblages of Cape butterflies
that I have seen. Ernest gave me a few Aloeides DNA samples – including a few of my “target”
taxa – and these will be submitted to BOLD later this year.
After a very pleasant stay with the Pringles – their son Grant joined us on our second evening – it
was time to return home. We stopped at Steynsburg where we saw a solitary Koppie Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops ortygia) and a few Grassveld Sandman (Spialia agylla agylla); I then took a fairly
tortuous detour to Noupoort in a fruitless search for Karoo Russet (Aloeides gowani), before
arriving safely back home on the evening of 20 Dec. Not one of our most successful trips, but an
enjoyable one nonetheless; many thanks to Ernest and Anne for their hospitality.

Jeremy, Ernest and Mark
Huntly Glen, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Pseudonympha magoides
Huntly Glen, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Pontia helice helice
Huntly Glen, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

In Praise of the Amateur (Colin Congdon)
“It is no coincidence that none of the work I have described was grant funded. Research grant
proposals tend to involve a three-year road map with ‘milestones’ to a predicted destination. There
is a danger that these ‘milestones’ become ‘millstones’. The outcome has to be identified in advance,
since grant-awarding bodies want reassurance that the research will bring tangible benefits, such
as contributing to greater profit or sustainability. This seems only reasonable in relation to publicly
funded research institutions. Sadly, universities now compete for funds for the same kind of
research, when for much of my career they had a clearly defined different role of being curiosity
driven rather than outcome-led. I think we’ve lost something.”
Helmut van Emden in Bull. R. Ent. Soc. 44(4) 2020

Scientists are no longer able to follow up on those “Penicillium” moments, but must discard the
errant petri dish as a distraction. Thus the only people who are able to pursue these moments are
the amateurs. They come in two kinds. There are the untrained Citizen Scientists, of course. But
also, and importantly, the retired professional. He or she, once relieved from the institutional
treadmill, is at last free to carry out curiosity-driven research. And becomes an amateur in the
strictest meaning of the word.
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A new subspecies of Amauris nossima
Steve Collins forwarded me a new paper, titled “A Malagasy element in Continental Africa: a new
subspecies of the rare Amauris nossima (Nymphalidae, Danainae) from the Kenyan coast” has
been published, in African Zoology, by a team of authors including LepSoc Africa members
Tomasz Pyrcz, Steve Collins, David Lees and Szabolcs Sáfian.
Previously Amauris nossima (Malagasy Friar) was known only from Madagascar and the island of
Mayotte; there were no clearly defined subspecies, but were five named taxa, generally
considered invalid. It has been considered a rare species of butterfly classified by the IUCN as
vulnerable (Vu B1 + 2c). It is now reported from continental Africa for the first time.
A new subspecies A. nossima mrima is described from two remnants of rain forest, Mrima and
Buda, on the southern Kenyan coast, where it occurs sympatrically with Amauris ochlea, a widely
distributed butterfly in East Africa.
The relationship of A. n. nossima and A. n. mrima is confirmed by morphological characters (male
and female genitalia) and partial mitochondrial (COI) data. The finding of A. nossima in Kenya
opens the discussion on a possible recolonization of Africa from Madagascar, which would be an
exception to a predominant biogeographical pattern of African origin of Malagasy butterflies via
overseas dispersal.

Revision to the Evening Browns
Steve also forwarded “Previously unrecognized diversity of Afrotropical Melanitini butterflies
(Nymphalidae, Satyrinae): doubling the number of species and genera” has been published in
Arthropod Systematics & Phylogeny. The authors include LepSoc Africa members Tomasz Pyrcz,
Steve Collins and Szabolcs Sáfián.
The tribe Melanitini (Nymphalidae, Satyrinae) was previously
considered to be represented in the Afrotropical region by two
genera – Melanitis and Gnophodes and contained a total of six
species. This new paper demonstrates the genus Gnophodes
consists of two lineages, well-defined by morphological and
genetic traits. According to the new arrangement Gnophodes
contains five species: Gnophodes betsimena which is split into
three allopatric species including G. betsimena (which is
Gnophodes diversa
restricted to Madagascar), G. parmeno (found in the main
Umtamvuna, KZN
African rainforest block) and G. diversa, which occurs in Eastern
Jeremy Dobson
and Southern Africa. Two species, G. grogani and G. heroni are
montane specialists. A new genus Haydonia comprises four
species previously placed in Gnophodes, including H. chelys (two taxa), H. pythia and H. harpa,
which were previously considered as synonyms of H. chelys. There is one new species: H.
hassoni from Katanga.
At the same time, four other taxa are confirmed as synonyms of H. pythia, H. chelys or H. harpa.
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The art of insects
Andrea Abbott wrote a piece in the SAFREA Chronicle, a forum where members of the Southern
African Freelancers’ Association showcase their talents, while providing interesting, entertaining
and thought provoking content for readers and viewers.
Andrea believes that, while insects are receiving better publicity these days, their annihilation
continues unabated.
How then to get across the message that to save ourselves, we’re going to have to save the
insects? A good starting point is to develop more tolerance toward them. One way to achieve this
is through art.
The art of insects

Nigerian Butterflies (Oskar Brattström)
LepSoc Africa member Oskar Brattström is working on an electronic field guide
for Nigerian butterflies. The first chapter - the Pieridae (Whites and Sulphurs) is now available for download at:
http://bicyclus.se

Having read this chapter I can highly recommend it: the work is full of
interesting information and some great photographs.
The second chapter of the field guide – the Papilionidae – is also now available.

Not so good Nigerian stuff
Steve Collins forwarded me a recent paper titled “DNA barcoding and species delimitation of
butterflies (Lepidoptera) from Nigeria” by Lotanna Micah Nneji and others.
It is published by Springer Nature Molecular Biology Reports and, in Steve’s opinion, is an
appalling paper, containing many false claims. I had a brief look myself and spotted several
spelling mistakes, taxonomic errors and some dubious results.
Steve considers that it is important that we flag such work, as there is a danger of international
organizations, such as the IUCN, drawing incorrect conclusions in areas where there is a dearth of
published information. There is also the consideration of the ever increasing Chinese influence
and funding within Africa; it is unlikely that many Nigerians will see the paper, as it is subject to a
pay-to-view process, costing € 34.95.
Steve’s summary: the idea is good; the work itself is very careless. He has written to the authors
and will also contact Springer Nature concerning their peer review process.
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A very unusual record
Judy Burrows took this photo of what appears to be Dark Opal
(Chrysoritis nigricans nigricans) at Schoenies, Port Elizabeth, Eastern
Cape.
If it is Chrysoritis nigricans nigricans, it represents a range extension of
hundreds of kilometres. Ernest Pringle believes the butterfly may in fact
be a form of Algoa Thysbe Opal (Chrysoritis thysbe whitei).
Apparently Steve Collins caught a similar looking butterfly from the
same general area last year – we hope to obtain a DNA sequence for
comparison purposes.

Chrysoritis nigricans nigricans
Port Elizabeth, E Cape
Judy Burrows

A possible new LepSoc Africa research project
Some of you may have followed the progress of the Aloeides Project in this newsletter. While this
is a never-to-be-completed project (we aim to acquire mtDNA samples from all Aloeides
populations) I believe we have made very significant progress already; I am hopeful that an initial
paper will be published in Metamorphosis during the course of this year.
I discussed the possibility of a follow-up project with Ernest Pringle, the idea being to focus on
difficult genera, which LepSoc Africa members struggle with in the field. Marianne Espeland is
busy with Lepidochrysops and Orachrysops and a new Chrysoritis paper will be published shortly.
We thought Pseudonympha and Thestor would be suitable candidates and I suggest that we try
and tackle both. Due to budget constraints and cashflow, we will probably only be able to start
submitting samples for barcoding from 2022, but there is nothing to stop us acquiring samples in
the meantime!

Camera stuff (Jeremy Dobson)
Digital Experience in Fourways are usually pleased to see me; I shudder to think how much
money I’ve spent in this awesome shop over the years. Anyway, I was chatting to one of their
camera guys, Jacques Marchand, who told me to look out for the Canon APS-C R7, which should
be released towards the end of this year. This will be Canon’s mirror-less version of the EOS 7D
and it promises to be a brilliant camera; it should be significantly lighter than the current 7D and,
as it will have less bits, be a bit cheaper too. If anyone is considering buying an SLR camera I
suggest they wait a few months.
I promised, in November’s newsletter, to report back on the Sigma 180 mm macro lens. Well, after
a couple of months, I’d give it a solid thumbs up. In many ways it is better than the Canon
equivalent: it has a maximum aperture of f2.8 versus f3.5 for the Canon and offers imagestabilisation which the Canon doesn’t have. Focusing is at least as quick as for the Canon,
although to be honest this isn’t saying much.
The Sigma lens has passed the being “dropped”, “dragged through a bush backwards” and being
“bashed against rocks” tests without complaint so far; most importantly, I can’t detect any
differences in the images taken by the two lenses.
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Unfortunately, although it is significantly less expensive than the Canon, it isn’t cheap: R23 000
against R27 500; however if you are looking for really good gear for butterfly photography, I think
the Canon R7 with a Sigma 180 mm macro lens would take some beating.
Canon R7

Books for sale
Ray Murphy, who lives in Malawi, wishes to sell the following butterfly books.
Milkweed Butterflies, Their cladistics & biology. BMNH
Cromwell Rd, London. 1984. ISBN 0-565-00893-5

Ackery P.R. &
Vane-Wright R.I.

1.55
kg

£53

Butterflies of Trinidad & Tobago. Collins, St James Place,
London, 1970. ISBN 0-00-212027-5

Barcant M.

0.5 kg

£12

The Genus Agrias. Sciences Nat, 2 rue Andre Mellene,
Venette, 60200 Compiegne, France. 1983 ISBN 2-85724-024-4

Barselou P.E.

1.95
kg

£50

The Genus Morpho, Part 1. Iphimedia & Schwartzia.
Sciences Nat, 2 rue Andre Mellene, Venette, 60200
Compiegne, France. 1993. ISBN 2-85724-35-X

Blandin P.

0.7 kg

The Genus Morpho, Part 2. Iphixibia, Cytheritis,
Balakowskyna & Cypritis. Sciences Nat. 2 rue Andre
Mellene, Venette, 60200 Compiegne, France. 1993. ISBN 285724-65-1
Jamaica and its Butterflies. E.W.Classey Ltd, London, 1972
ISBN 0-900848-448

Blandin P.

0.7 kg

Brown F.M. &
Heineman B.

1.75
kg

Collins Hand Guide to the Butterflies of Africa. Collins,
1981. ISBN 0-0-0219783-9

Carcasson R.H.

0.4 kg

£10m

Threatened Swallowtail Butterflies of the World. ICUN Red
Data Book. ICUN, Gland, Switzerland. ISBN 2-88032-603-6

Collins N.M. &
Morris M.G.

0.85
kg

£8

Butterflies of the American Tropics. The Genus Anaea. The
American Museum of Natural History, 1961

Comstock W.P.

2.25
kg

£60

The Butterflies of the Malay Peninsula. Malayan Nature
Society, PO Box 750, Kuala Lumur, Malaysia. 1978.

Corbet A.S. &
Pendlbury H.M.

1.55
kg

£20

Birdwing Butterflies of the World. Country Life Books.
Hamlyn Publishing Group Ltd, Astronaut house, Felt ham,
Middlesex, England. 1976 ISBN 0-600-31380-8

D'Abrera B.

2.8 kg

£80

Butterflies of the Afrotropical Region. Part 1 Papilionidae,
Acraeidae, Danaidae & Satyridae. Hill House, 2/157 Bluff Rd.
Black Rock 3193, Victoria, Australia. 1997. ISBN 0-947352-341
Butterflies of the Australian Region. Lansdowne Press Ltd.
37 Little Bourke St, Melbourne, Australia. 1971. SBN 70180313-4
Butterflies of the Holarctic Region. Part 1 Papilionidae,
Pieridae, Danaidae & Satyridae. Hill House, 2/157 Bluff Rd,
Black Rock 3193, Victoria, Australia 1990

D'Abrera B.

2.05
kg

£250?

D'Abrera B.

2.6 kg

£80

D'Abrera B.

1.55
kg

£100

Butterflies of the Holarctic Region. Part 2 Satyridae &
Nymphalidae. Hill House, 2/157 Bluff Rd, Black Rock 3193,
Victoria, Australia 1990. ISBN 0-64606-25-5-7

D'Abrera B.

1.45
kg

£100

Butterflies of the Holarctic Region. Part 3 Nymphalidae.
Libytheidae, Riodinidae & Lycaenidae. Hill House, 2/157 ,
Bluff Rd, Black Rock 3193, Victoria, Australia 1993. ISBN 0947352-20-1

D'Abrera B.

1.65
kg

£100

Butterflies of the Neoptropical Region. Part 1 Papilionidae
& Pieridae. Lansdowne editions East Melbourne, 1981. ISBN
0-7018-1033-5

D'Abrera B.

1.9 kg

£100

£80 for
the set
SOLD
£20
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Butterflies of the Neoptropical Region. Part 2 Danaidae,
Ithiomiidae, Heliconidae & Morphidae. Hill House, Highview
Rd, Ferny Creek 3786, Victoria , Australia, 1984. ISBN 095936-39-3-9

D'Abrera B.

1.75
kg

£100

Butterflies of the Neoptropical Region. Part 3 Brassiolidae,
Acraeidae & Nymphalidae. Hill House, 2/157 Bluff Rd, Black
Rock 3193, Victoria, Australia 1987. ISBN 0-95936-39-5-5

D'Abrera B.

1.4 kg

£100

Butterflies of the Neoptropical Region. Part 4
Nymphalidae. Hill House, 2/157 Bluff Rd, Black Rock 3193,
Victoria, Australia 1987. ISBN 0-95936-39-6-3

D'Abrera B.

1.75
kg

£100

Butterflies of the Neoptropical Region. Part 5 Nymphalidae
& Satyridae. Hill House, 2/157 Bluff Rd, Black Rock 3193,
Victoria, Australia 1988. ISBN ?

D'Abrera B.

1.8 kg

£100

Butterflies of the Neoptropical Region. Part 6 Riodinidae.
Hill House, 2/157 Bluff Rd, Black Rock 3193, Victoria, Australia
1994 ISBN 0-947352-23-6

D'Abrera B.

1.55
kg

£130

Butterflies of the Oriental Region. Part 1 Papilionidae,
Pieridae & Danaidae. Hill House, 2/157 Bluff Rd, Black Rock
3193, Victoria, Australia 1982. ISBN 0-95936-39-0-4

D'Abrera B.

2.15
kg

£100

Butterflies of the Oriental Region. Part 2 Nymphalidae,
Satyridae & Amathusidae. Hill House, c/o Greening, Johnston
& Gilbert. 17 Queen St. Melbourne 3000 Victoria, Australia
1985 ISBN17, 0-95936-39-1-2

D'Abrera B.

2.2 kg

£100

Butterflies of the Oriental Region. Part 3 Lycaenidae &
Riodinidae. Hill House, c/o Greening, Johnston & Gilbert. 17
Queen St. Melbourne 3000 Victoria, Australia 1986. ISBN 095936-39-4-7

D'Abrera B.

1.4 kg

£100

Butterflies of S America. Hill House, Highview Rd. Ferny
Creek, Victoria 3786, Australia 1984. ISBN 0-9593639-2-0

D'Abrera B.

0.4 kg

£20

Fauna of the United Republic of Cameroon - The Genus
Charaxes. Sciences Nat. 2 rue Andre Mellene, Venette,
60200, Compiegne, France. 1983. ISBN 2-85724-025-2

Darge P.

1.25
kg

$110

Saturniidae of Central & West Africa. The Genus
Orthogonioptilum. Union de le Entomologie Francaise.
MNHM Paris. 1995.

Darge P.

0.55
kg

The Butterflies of Costa Rica Vol 1. Papilionidae, Pieridae,
Nymphalidae. Princeton University Press, 1987. ISBN 0-69108420-3

DeVries P.J.

0.8 kg

£40

The Butterflies of Costa Rica Vol 1. Riodinidae. Princeton
University Press, 1952. ISBN 0-691-02890-7

DeVries P.J.

0.6 kg

£50

Butterflies of West Malaysia and Singapore Volume 1. Dai
Nippon Printing Co (H.K.) Ltd 1975. ISBN 0-900848-71-5

Fleming W.A.

0.65
kg

£40

Butterflies of West Malaysia and Singapore Volume 2. Dai
Nippon Printing Co (H.K.) Ltd 1975. ISBN 0-900848-72-3

Fleming W.A.

0.6 kg

£40

A Monograph of the Birdwing Butterflies. Vol 1 Part 1.
Introduction, Ornithoptera, ISBN 87-87491-18-4

Haugum J, & Low
A.M.

0.35
kg

A Monograph of the Birdwing Butterflies. Vol 1 Part 2.
Ornithoptera, (Ornithoptera). Scandanavian Science Press
Ltd, Klampenborg, Denmark. April 1979. ISBN 87-87491-18-4

Haugum J, & Low
A.M.

0.4 kg

A Monograph of the Birdwing Butterflies. Vol 1 Part 3.
Ornithoptera, (Schoenbergia). Scandanavian Science Press
Ltd, Klampenborg, Denmark. November 1979. ISBN 87-8749118-4

Haugum J, & Low
A.M.

0.5 kg

A Monograph of the Birdwing Butterflies. Vol 2 Part 1.
Trogonoptera & Ripponia. Scandanavian Science Press Ltd,
Klampenborg, Denmark. November 1979. ISBN 87-87491-20-6

Haugum J, & Low
A.M.

0.4 kg

A Monograph of the Birdwing Butterflies. Vol 2 Part 2.
Troides section 1. Scandanavian Science Press Ltd,
Klampenborg, Denmark. November 1979. ISBN 87-87491-20-6

Haugum J, & Low
A.M.

0.5 kg
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A Monograph of the Birdwing Butterflies. Vol 2 Part 3.
Troides section 2. Scandanavian Science Press Ltd,
Klampenborg, Denmark. November 1979. ISBN 87-87491-20-6

Haugum J, & Low
A.M.

0.4 kg

£100 for
the set
SOLD

A Field Guide to the Butterflies of Britain & Europe. Collins,
St James Place, London, 1970. ISBN 0-00-212028-3

Higgins L.G. &
Riley N.D.

0.6 kg

£10

Les Morpho D'Amerique Du Sud et Centrale. Editions Du
Cabinet Entomologique 4, Rue Dumeril, Paris France 1962
(Slight damage)

Le Moult E. &
Real P.

1.4 kg

Les Morpho D'Amerique Du Sud et Centrale. Editions Du
Cabinet Entomologique 4, Rue Dumeril, Paris France. 1963.
(Slight damage)

Le Moult E. &
Real P.

1.2 kg

£85 for
both
volumes

Butterflies of New Zealand. Collins Bros & Co, Ltd. PO Box 1
Aukland. 1970

Laidlaw W.B.R.

0.4 kg

£30

A Field Guide to the Butterflies of Zambia. Anglo American
Corporation, PO Box 1986, 74 Independence Ave. Lusaka.
ISBN 0=903841-02-9

Pinhey E. & Loe I.

0.55
kg

£8

A Field guide to the butterflies of the West Indies. Collins,
St James Place, London 1975, ISBN 0-00-219282-9 (Dust
cover slightly damaged)

Riley N.D.

0.4 kg

£10

A Revision of the American Papilios. Noviates Zoologicae.
Hazel, Watson & Viney Ltd, London. 1967.

Rothschild E. &
Jordan K.

0.9 kg

£10

The purchase price indicated in the last column is what Ray originally paid for the books; many of
them are more than 30 years old, so this is a good starting point: most of the volumes are in
pristine condition - Ray is open to offers.
The second-last column is the approximate weight of each book without packing. Postage costs to
be borne by the purchaser. As a guide, assume R225 for the first kilogram and R55 for each
additional kilogram thereafter.
Please contact Ray if you have any questions or wish to purchase any of the books:
Address: R Murphy, PO Box 914, Mzuzu, Malawi.
Email: murphyrj81@gmail.com
Tel: +265(0)888864868.

International Moth Night
As noted in November’s newsletter, Bart Van Camp, a Belgian moth researcher, is planning an
International Moth Night.
The project will involve simultaneous moth-trapping nights in zoos within big cities around the
world including Johannesburg. To date 28 big city zoos on six continents have agreed to
participate.
I have proposed Saturday 13 Feb, as it is New Moon the previous day; I’m waiting for Bart to reply.
A few people have offered to assist, including Hermann Staude in an identification capacity – I will
forward further information as soon as I hear from Bart.
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Aloeides news (Jeremy Dobson)
There have been a few significant recent developments regarding the Aloeides Project.
Dave Edge has donated his fabulous Aloeides collection (excluding the Pallida group
representatives, which he is working on) to the project; these specimens will form the backbone of
an “Aloeides Museum” which will be stored at my place - I have allocated 30 drawers for this
purpose, with a further 30 drawers available if necessary. Dave’s collection - which is completely
digitized - will be supplemented by specimens of my own and those of the late Dave McDermott,
plus other specimens donated by various Aloeides Project contributors. In addition, Graham
Henning has lent me his considerable collection of Aloeides (and Chrysoritis) specimens, for
research purposes. While most of these specimens are too old
for DNA sequencing, the collections will be valuable for
photography and for extracting flight-period and locality data. I
believe the ultimate aim of the Aloeides Project should be to
publish a comprehensive “book”, which will include all known
information about the Aloeides: life histories, ecological niches,
identification cues, distributions and illustrations of the various
adult forms. This is not to say we can’t publish phylogenetic
trees or new descriptions prior to publication of “The Aloeides”
book.
In another development, Jagiellonian University, Poland have made available to us Aloeides
sequences from specimens captured by Szabolcs Sáfián in 2019. So far we have additional
barcodes for 12 specimens, including two taxa that are new to the Aloeides Project, Aloeides
pallida grandis and Aloeides quickelbergei. Sequences for a further 15 samples will be sent to us
shortly. Even in cases where the barcodes are duplications, the additional data is valuable in
confirming the correctness of our findings to date. I’m grateful to Ian Richardson for processing
these sequences, which required quite a bit of manipulation before they could be used.
As you know, we will be sending a plate (95 samples) to BOLD at the end of this season. Dave
Edge and I have prepared 52 samples to date and I’ve received a further 15 samples from Ernest
Pringle; data sheets will be circulated once all specimens have been set and photographed.
I’ve attached a summary sheet (below) with “wanted” taxa highlighted in yellow; If anyone has
caught specimens of these butterflies this season, please spare a couple of legs for the Aloeides
Project!
If we can acquire all the highlighted taxa (and assuming these samples can be successfully
sequenced), will have comfortably met my provisional target of 64 taxa (85% of the currently
described Aloeides) and will be in a position to construct and publish an Aloeides phylogeny in
Metamorphosis later this year. In the meantime, I’m preparing representative whole-body samples
from each Aloeides species-group, for multi-gene sequencing as well as representatives from as
many Aphnaeinae genera as I can get my hands on.
Refer also to Aloeides Project under the CONSERVATION AND RESEARCH section.
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BARCODES ACQUIRED
Aloeides almeida
Aloeides aranda
Aloeides arida
Aloeides b amptoni
Aloeides b arb arae
Aloeides b arklyi
Aloeides caffrariae
Aloeides caledoni
Aloeides carolynnae carolynnae
Aloeides conradsi conradsi
Aloeides damarensis damarensis
Aloeides dentatis dentatis
Aloeides dicksoni
Aloeides dryas
Aloeides egerides
Aloeides griseus
Aloeides handmani*
Aloeides henningi
Aloeides juana
Aloeides kaplani
Aloeides lutescens
Aloeides macmasteri
Aloeides margaretae
Aloeides mb uluensis
Aloeides molomo molomo
Aloeides monticola
Aloeides nollothi
Aloeides nub ilus
Aloeides pallida grandis
Aloeides pallida jonathani
Aloeides pallida littoralis
Aloeides pallida liversidgei
Aloeides pallida pallida
Aloeides penningtoni
Aloeides pierus
Aloeides plowesi
Aloeides sp01*
Aloeides sp02
Aloeides simplex
Aloeides stevensoni
Aloeides susanae
Aloeides swanepoeli
Aloeides taikosama
Aloeides thyra thyra
Aloeides orientis*
Aloeides quickelb ergei
Aloeides titei
Aloeides trimeni trimeni
Aloeides southeyae*
Aloeides vansoni

SAMPLES WITH BED
Aloeides apicalis**
Aloeides clarki**
Aloeides damarensis mashona**
Aloeides dentatis maseruna**
Aloeides depicta**
Aloeides gowani
Aloeides maluti
Aloeides molomo krooni**
Aloeides oreas**
Aloeides pallida juno**
Aloeides rileyi**
Aloeides rossouwi**

MISSING
Aloeides angolensis
Aloeides argenteus
Aloeides b raueri**
Aloeides carolynnae aurata
Aloeides conradsi angoniensis
Aloeides conradsi jacksoni
Aloeides conradsi talb oti
Aloeides merces
Aloeides molomo coalescens
Aloeides molomo kiellandi
Aloeides molomo mumb uensis
Aloeides mullini***
Aloeides namib iensis
Aloeides pringlei
Aloeides tearei****

* Provisional name
** Samples have been acquired this season, which will be submitted
to BOLD in a couple of months.
***Jono Francis and James Wakefield caught a few A. mullini earlier
this season and have dedicated a couple of samples to the Aloeides
Project.
****Katharina Reddig's brother has caught a sample of A. tearei .
TAXA TO BE TARGETED THIS SEASON!
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Review of Butterflies of the Levant (Steve Collins)
Chris Dobson included a review of Butterflies of the Levant and
Neighbouring Areas in November’s newsletter. Steve Collins has
subsequently received his copy of the book and has added his comments,
below:
Although there was a brief review of this book in the previous newsletter
(ABN 2020-6), it is worth expanding on this. It is beautifully put together
work; a real labour of love by a husband and wife team over many years,
ably supported by Eddie John who himself is a published expert on
Cypriot butterflies and those within the region (and who humbly proofread
all Torben Larsen's manuscripts prior to publication, a fact little known by most).
It is the first in a four-volume series, and covers three families: Swallowtails, Whites and Skippers.
In addition to countless photographs, Dubi has drawn upon resources the world over and includes
information regarding the day flying lepidoptera and their biology, not just within the Levant region
but over a much wider area.
Excellent keys and layout of the book make it a pleasure to read or browse through. No detail is
too small to be omitted and any species plate will have over 12 to 20 individual photographs
consolidated on the plate page which faces the text of the species concerned including a plethora
of information about the biology and distribution. This is the ultimate way to produce a butterfly
book.
Well done Dubi, Leah, Eddie and thank you for an outstanding job and we eagerly anticipate
publication of the remaining volumes, which are scheduled as follows:
•
•
•

Vol 1. The biology and Behaviour of Levant Butterflies - 2022
Vol 3. Nymphalidae - 2021
Vol 4. Lycaenidae - 2021

The dates are the target dates for publication. I personally know that the Nymphalidae volume is
well advanced.
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Barcode tips
Ian Richardson showed me a great trick that you can use to align DNA sequences in MS Excel.
Typically barcodes, as received from BOLD Systems for example, are trimmed to 658 characters
and gaps (or junk sequences) are replaced with “N”, which stand for “Non-coded” nucleotides.
Unlike coded base-pairs (A, T, C or G), the “N’s” are ignored in any barcode comparison.
A problem arises when a sequence is longer (or shorter) than 658 codons, as it is sometimes
difficult to align these sequences with other barcodes and to subsequently trim the sequence to
the correct length.
As noted in November’s newsletter (the mtDNA race), several base-pairs in the Aloeides
mitochondrial genome never change. The nine codons numbered 188 to 196 for example are
represented by the sequence “GGAAATTGA”, which seems to be invariant for all Aloeides.
Ian’s method works as follows.
Say you want to align a non-delimited barcode stored in cell A1:
Type the following into cell A2:
=Find("GGAAATTGA", A1)
If you get the result “180” for example, it means that the “test” segment commences at position
180. You will need to add eight "N’s" at the start to move the sequence to its correct position; you
can then trim characters at the end of the sequence (if it is more than 658 codons long), or add an
appropriate number of “N’s” at the end of the sequence in order to make up a full complement of
658 characters.
Alternatively if you get “200”, it will be necessary to cut the first 12 characters from the start of the
barcode. You can then “pad” or “trim” the end of the barcode as above.
If this doesn't work, it may mean that there are non-coded characters within the sequence that you
are testing: it will be necessary to use another “invariant” sequence string and to try again.

Greenwings Tour (Steve Woodhall)
Steve Woodhall will be leading a photographic butterfly-tour of South Africa between 25th April
and 8th May 2021. A portion of any profit will be donated to LepSoc Africa – refer to the link below
for further information:
Greenwings
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Butterfly surveys of South African Botanical Gardens
LepSoc Africa are undertaking monthly butterfly-surveys of some of our National Botanical
Gardens. Dave Edge is monitoring the Garden Route Botanical Garden in George (not part of the
SANBI fold, but with an associated Memorandum of Understanding); Graham Henning is looking
at the Harold Porter Gardens at Betty’s Bay, Fanie Rautenbach is covering Kirstenbosch and I’m
responsible for Walter Sisulu Botanical Gardens (WSBG) in Roodepoort; a few people have
offered to help with this.
We aim to visit the gardens once a month (at least during the summer months) and produce
detailed butterfly lists. The habitat condition in the gardens is relatively controlled and constant and
we will perform the same butterfly-walks on each visit; in addition, the surveys will only be
undertaken on days when favourable weather conditions are present. As a result, in parallel with
the Butterfly Index, we will hopefully compile valuable data and monitor trends in butterflyabundance over the following months and years.
My WSBG “route” is just over 4 km and takes in most of the various habitats found within the
gardens. If anyone wishes to undertake this walk – it’s a reasonably stiff climb to the top of the
ridge – please send me your “butterfly list”; I’ll complete the checklist (on the following page),
which generates a graph (below, right); you can see that December was the best month so far,
with 36 records (Abundance Index 4.0 – Good).

Dave Edge recorded 11 species from George on 5 December:
Abundance Index 3.7 (Average) and Fanie Rautenbach
recorded 9 species from Kirstenbosh in November (3.3).
Graham Henning has undertaken 7 visits to Harold Porter and,
in the space of four months, has increased the number of known
butterfly-species recorded from the gardens from 27 to 35. This
includes some nice butterflies, such as Hawequas Sylph
(Tsitana dicksoni) and Water Opal (Chrysoritis palmus palmus).

Chrysoritis palmus palmus
Harold Porter Gardens
Christopher Willis
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WALTER SISULU BOTANICAL GARDENS (WSBG) - BUTTERFLY MONITORING
MONTH JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL
2020
DAY
4
19
6
18 28
HESPERIIDAE
COELIADINAE
Two-pip Policeman
HESPERIINAE
Fulvous Ranger
Magaliesberg Ranger
Masked Dodger
Brown Dodger
Dark Dodger
Black-branded Swift
Freckled Ranger
Chequered Ranger
White-streaked Ranger
Peppered Hopper
Flower-girl Hopper
Dismal Sylph
HETEROPTERINAE
Netted Sylph
PYRGINAE
Star Sandman
Striped Sandman
Mafa Sandman
Mountain Sandman
TAGIADINAE
Small Marbled Elf
LYCAENIDAE
APHNAEINAE
Yellow Russet
Hillside Russet
Mottled Russet
Dusky Russet
Eastern Scarlet
Ella's Silverline
Mozambique Silverline
Natal Silverline
MILETINAE
Grassland Woolly Legs
POLYOMMATINAE
Rayed Blue
Black-striped Ciliate Blue
Steel-blue Ciliate Blue
Pale Ciliate Blue
Topaz Babul Blue
Black-bordered Babul Blue
Velvet-spotted Babul Blue
Common Geranium Bronze
Mocker Bronze
Meadow Blue
Tailed Meadow Blue
Pink Cupreous Ash Blue
Sabi Smoky Blue
Grass Jewel Blue
Pea Blue
Zulu Giant Cupid
Patrician Giant Cupid
Twin-spot Giant Cupid
Common Zebra Blue
Dwarf Blue
Dotted Pierrot
Black Pie
Black Heart
Hintza Pierrot
African Grass Blue
Tiny Grass Blue
THECLINAE
Russet Protea
Brown Playboy
Purple-brown Hairstreak
Brown-line Sapphire
Protea Sapphire
Plain Black-eye
Common Fig-tree Blue
NYMPHALIDAE
BIBLIDINAE
Spotted Joker
CHARAXINAE
White-barred Charaxes
Green-veined Charaxes
Transvaal Pearl-spotted Charaxes
Foxy Charaxes
Van Son's Charaxes
DANAINAE
African Plain Tiger
HELICONIINAE
Garden Acraea
Lygus Acraea
Black-based Acraea
Wandering Donkey Acraea
Marsh Telchinia
Dancing Telchinia
African Leopard
LIMENITIDINAE
Guineafowl
Spotted Sailer
NYMPHALINAE
Pirate
Common Diadem
Yellow Pansy
Dark Blue Pansy
African Blue Pansy
Garden Inspector
Southern Gaudy Commodore
Painted Lady
SATYRINAE
Spotted-eye Small Ringlet
Wichgraf's Hillside Brown
PAPILIONIDAE
PAPILIONINAE
Citrus Swallowtail
Narrow Green-banded Swallowtail
PIERIDAE
COLIADINAE
African Migrant
African Clouded Yellow
Broad-bordered Grass Yellow
PIERINAE
Pioneer Caper White
African Caper White
Forest Caper White
Eastern Dotted Border
Twin Dotted Border
Southern Meadow White
Southern Round-winged Orange Tip
African Orange Tip
Small Orange Tip
Zebra White
Lemon Traveller

Coeliades pisistratus

(Fabricius, 1793)

Nervia mohozutza
Nervia nerva nerva
Afrogegenes hottentota
Afrogegenes letterstedti
Gegenes pumilio gamb ica
Pelopidas mathias mathias
Kedestes b arb erae b arb erae
Kedestes lepenula
Kedestes wallengrenii wallengrenii
Platylesches ayresii
Platylesches neb a
Tsitana tsita

(Wallengren, 1857)
(Fabricius, 1793)
(Latreille, [1824])
(Wallengren, 1857)
(Mabille, 1878)
(Fabricius, 1798)
(Trimen, 1873)
(Wallengren, 1857)
(Trimen, 1883)
(Trimen, 1889)
(Hewitson, 1877)
(Trimen, 1870)

Willema willemi

(Wallengren, 1857)

Spialia asterodia
Spialia ferax
Spialia mafa mafa
Spialia spio

(Trimen, 1864)
(Wallengren, 1863)
(Trimen, 1870)
(Linnaeus, 1764)

Eretis umb ra umb ra

(Trimen, 1862)

Aloeides aranda
Aloeides henningi
Aloeides molomo molomo
Aloeides taikosama
Axiocerses tjoane tjoane
Cigaritis ella
Cigaritis mozamb ica
Cigaritis natalensis

(Wallengren, 1857)
Tite & Dickson, 1973
(Trimen, 1870)
(Wallengren, 1857)
(Wallengren, 1857)
(Hewitson, [1865])
(Bertoloni, 1850)
(Westwood, [1851])

Lachnocnema durb ani

Trimen, 1887

Actizera lucida
Anthene amarah amarah
Anthene definita definita
Anthene livida livida
Azanus jesous
Azanus moriqua
Azanus ub aldus
Cacyreus marshalli
Cacyreus virilis
Cupidopsis cissus cissus
Cupidopsis job ates job ates
Eicochrysops messapus mahallakoaena
Euchrysops dolorosa
Freyeria trochylus
Lampides b oeticus
Lepidochrysops ignota
Lepidochrysops patricia
Lepidochrysops pleb eia pleb eia
Leptotes pirithous pirithous
Oraidium b arb erae
Tarucus syb aris syb aris
Tuxentius melaena melaena
Uranothauma nub ifer nub ifer
Zintha hintza hintza
Zizeeria knysna knysna
Zizula hylax

(Trimen, 1883)
(Guérin-Méneville, 1849)
(Butler, 1899)
(Trimen, 1881)
(Guérin-Méneville, 1849)
(Wallengren, 1857)
(Stoll, [1782])
Butler, 1898
Aurivillius, 1924
(Godart, [1824])
(Hopffer, 1855)
(Wallengren, 1857)
(Trimen, 1887)
(Freyer, [1844])
(Linnaeus, 1767)
(Trimen, 1887)
(Trimen, 1887)
(Butler, 1898)
(Linnaeus, 1767)
(Trimen, 1868)
(Hopffer, 1855)
(Trimen, 1887)
(Trimen, 1895)
(Trimen, 1864)
(Trimen, 1862)
(Fabricius, 1775)

Capys disjunctus
Deudorix antalus
Hypolycaena philippus philippus
Iolaus alienus alienus
Iolaus trimeni
Leptomyrina henningi henningi
Myrina silenus ficedula

Trimen, 1895
(Hopffer, 1855)
(Fabricius, 1793)
Trimen, 1898
(Wallengren, 1875)
Dickson, 1976
Trimen, 1879

Byb lia ilithyia

Drury, 1773

Charaxes b rutus natalensis
Charaxes candiope
Charaxes jahlusa rex
Charaxes saturnus saturnus
Charaxes vansoni

Staudinger, [1885]
(Godart, [1824])
Henning, 1978
Butler, 1866
van Someren, 1975

Danaus chrysippus orientis

Aurivillius, 1909

Acraea horta
Acraea lygus
Acraea natalica
Acraea neob ule neob ule
Telchinia rahira rahira
Telchinia serena
Phalanta phalantha aethiopica

(Linnaeus, 1764)
Druce, 1875
Boisduval, 1847
Doubleday, [1847]
(Boisduval, 1833)
(Fabricius, 1775)
(Rothschild & Jordan, 1903)

Hamanumida daedalus
Neptis saclava marpessa

(Fabricius, 1775)
Hopffer, 1855

Catacroptera cloanthe cloanthe
Hypolimnas misippus
Junonia hierta ceb rene
Junonia oenone oenone
Junonia orithya madagascariensis
Precis archesia archesia
Precis octavia sesamus
Vanessa cardui

(Stoll, [1781])
(Linnaeus, 1764)
Trimen, 1870
(Linnaeus, 1758)
Guenée, 1865
(Cramer, [1779])
Trimen, 1883
(Linnaeus, 1758)

Paternympha narycia
Stygionympha wichgrafi wichgrafi

(Wallengren, 1857)
van Son, 1955

Papilio demodocus demodocus
Papilio nireus lyaeus

Esper, [1798]
Doubleday, 1845

Catopsilia florella
Colias electo electo
Eurema b rigitta b rigitta

(Fabricius, 1775)
(Linnaeus, 1763)
(Stoll, [1780])

Belenois aurota
Belenois creona severina
Belenois zochalia zochalia
Mylothris agathina agathina
Mylothris rueppellii haemus
Pontia helice helice
Colotis euippe omphale
Colotis evenina evenina
Colotis evagore antigone
Pinacopteryx eriphia eriphia
Teracolus sub fasciatus

(Fabricius, 1793)
(Stoll, 1781)
(Boisduval, 1836)
(Cramer, 1779)
(Trimen, 1879)
(Linnaeus, 1764)
(Godart, 1819)
(Wallengren, 1857)
(Boisduval, 1836)
(Godart, [1819])
(Swainson, 1833)

0
0

0
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0
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KIRSTENBOSCH - FANIE RAUTENBACH
Common name
Scientific name
African grass blue
Zizeeria knysna
African migrant
Catopsilia florella
African plain tiger
Danaus chrysippus orientis
Dodger
Afrogegenes sp
Bush bronze
Cacyreus lingeus
Cabbage white
Pierus b rassicae
Cape autumn widow
Dira clytus clytus
Cape black-eye
Leptomyrina lara
Citrus swallowtail
Papilio demodocus
Common diadem
Hypolimnas misippus
Common geranium bronze
Cacyreus marshalli
Eastern dotted border
Mylothris agathina agathina
Garden acraea
Acraea horta
Gold-spotted sylph
Metisella metis metis
Jitterbug daisy copper
Chrysoritis zeuxo zeuxo
Zebra blue
Leptotes sp
Meadow white
Pontia helice
Orange-banded protea
Capys alpheus alpheus
Painted lady
Vanessa cardui
Palm tree night fighter
Zophopetes dysmephila
Pea blue
Lampides b oeticus
Pioneer caper white
Belenois aurota
Rainforest dull brown
Cassionympha cassius
Sky-blue giant cupid
Lepidochrysops oreas oreas
Steel-blue-ciliate blue
Anthene definita
Table mountain beauty
Aeropetes tulb aghia
Vivid pierrot
Tarucus thespis
Water geranium bronze
Cacyreus fracta fracta
Water opal
Chrysoritis palmus palmus
White-barred charaxes
Charaxes b rutus natalensis
TOTAL

Common name
Garden Acraea
Table Mountain Beauty
Red Copper
Brown-veined White
African Common White
Dickson's Geranium Bronze
Bush Bronze
Geranium Bronze
Orange-banded Protea
Rainforest Brown
Cape Brown
African Clouded Yellow
African Monarch
Cape Autumn Widow
Cupreous Blue
Long-tailed Blue
Gold Spotted Sylph
Common Dotted Border
Citrus Swallowtail
Cabbage White
Meadow White
Burchell's Brown
Western Hillside Brown
Fynbos Blue
Mountain Skolly
Painted Lady
African Grass Blue
Water Opal
Burnished Opal
Water Bronze
Monkey Blue
Robertson's Blue
Silver-bottom Brown
Yellow Pansy
Dickson's Sylph
TOTAL

20/11 28/12
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

9

10

HAROLD PORTER - GRAHAM HENNING
Scientific name
23/9 23/10 02/11 10/11 13/11 15/12 18/12
Acraea horta
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Aeropetes tulb aghia
Aloeides t. thyra
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Belenois a. aurota
✓
✓
Belenois creona severina
Cacyreus dicksoni
Cacyreus lingeus
✓
✓
✓
Cacyreus marshalli
✓
Capys alphaeus
Cassionympha cassius
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Cassionympha detecta
✓
✓
✓
✓
Colias e. electo
Danaus chrysippus orientis
Dira c. clytus
Eicochrysops m. messapus
✓
Lampides b oeticus
✓
Metisella metis paris
Mylothris a. agathina
✓
✓
✓
✓
Papilio d. demodocus
✓
✓
✓
Pieris b rassicae
✓
Pontia h. helice
✓
Pseudonympha hippia
✓
Stygionympha vigilans
✓
✓
✓
✓
Tarucus thespis
✓
✓
Thestor montanus
Vanessa cardui
✓
✓
✓
Zizeeria knysna
✓
✓
Chrysoritis p. palmus*
✓
✓
✓
✓
Chrysoritis chrysaor*
✓
Cacyreus f. fracta*
✓
✓
✓
Lepidochrysops m. methymna*
✓
✓
✓
Lepidochrysops rob ertsoni*
✓
Pseudonympha magus*
✓
Junonia hierta ceb rene*
✓
Tsitana dicksoni*
✓
4
7
6
10
10
14
13
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Common Name
Garden Acraea
Table Mountain Beauty
Common Hottentot Skipper
Common Hairtail
Trimen's Hairtail
Black-bordered Babul Blue
Brown-veined White
African Common White
African Veined White
Forest White
Common Bush Brown
Water Bronze
Bush Bronze
Geranium Bronze
Orange-banded Protea
Rainforest Brown
African Migrant
White-barred Emperor
Pearl Emperor
Forest king Emperor
Common Opal
Water Opal
Striped Policeman
African Clouded Yellow
Smoky Orange Tip
Battling Glider
African Monarch
Brown Playboy
Cape Autumn Widow
African Small White
Cupreous Blue
Broad-bordered Grass-yellow
Pied Piper
Common Diadem
Yellow Pansy
Blue Pansy
Eyed Pansy
Long-tailed Blue
Gold Spotted Sylph
Common Dotted Border
Common Fig-Tree Blue
Mocker Swallowtail
Citrus Swallowtail
Green-banded Swallowtail
Meadow White
Garden Inspector
Silver-bottom Brown
Common Sandman
Mountain Sandman
Marsh Acraea
Painted Lady
African Grass Blue
Zebra Blue
Large White
TOTAL

GEORGE - DAVE EDGE
Scientific Name
Acraea horta
Aeropetes tulb aghia
Afrogegenes letterstedti
Anthene definita definita
Anthene otacilia otacilia
Azanus moriqua
Belenois aurota aurota
Belenois creona severina
Belenois gidica ab yssinica
Belenois zochalia zochalia
Bicyclus safitza
Cacyreus fracta fracta
Cacyreus lingeus
Cacyreus marshalli
Capys alphaeus
Cassionympha cassius
Catopsilia florella
Charaxes b rutus natalensis
Charaxes varanes varanes
Charaxes xiphares xiphares
Chrysoritis thysb e thysb e
Chrysoritis palmus margueritae
Coelias forestan
Colias electo electo
Colotis euippe omphale
Cymothoe alcimeda alcimeda
Danaus chrysippus orientis
Deudorix antalus
Dira clytus clytus
Dixeia charina charina
Eicochrysops m. messapus
Eurema b rigitta b rigitta
Eurytela hiarb as angustata
Hypolimnas misippus
Junonia hierta ceb rene
Junonia oenone oenone
Junonia orithya madagascariensis
Lampides b oeticus
Metisella metis paris
Mylothris agathina agathina
Myrina silenus ficedula
Papilio dardanus cenea
Papilio demodocus demodocus
Papilio nireus lyaeus
Pontia helice helice
Precis archesia
Pseudonympha magus
Spialia ferax
Spialia spio
Telchinia rahira rahira
Vanessa cardui
Zizeeria knysna
Leptotes pirithous*
Pieris b rassicae*

16/02 05/12
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

9

✓
✓
✓
✓
11

*Denotes new records for the Gardens
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Torben Larsen’s The Butterflies of Botswana and their Natural
History (Jeremy Dobson)
Michel Libert noted that Anthene minima minima (Trimen, 1893) (in Pringle et al., 1994: 233) and
Anthene millari (Trimen, 1893) were missing from the Botswana checklist – they have now been
added. Work on the above book is well underway and it will be published by LepSoc Africa during
the course of this year. Mark Williams, Steve Collins and I are busy editing the book and Andrew
Mayer has offered to design the cover.
The book covers the 288 butterflies recorded from Botswana, with genus accounts and detailed
species-information, all written in Torben’s inimitable style. There are three species for which I
don’t have pictures at the moment and I’d appreciate any assistance – you will be given full
recognition.
Nervia monostichus Hancock & Gardiner, 1982 Single-stitch Painted Ranger
Aloeides namibiensis Henning & Henning, 1994 Namibia Russet
Iolaus australis Stevenson, 1937 Eastern Sapphire

Appeal for Acraea samples (Dominique Bernaud)
A further reminder that LepSoc Africa member Dominique Bernaud is trying to produce a robust
species-level phylogeny for the Acraeas.
In terms of South African butterflies he is especially looking for the following species:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acraea acara acara
Acraea barberi
Acraea trimeni
Telchinia alalonga
Telchinia anacreon
Telchinia induna salmontana

Ideally, he requires 5 specimens (male and/or female) of each in order to be sure of the results. If
possible, he would also like photographs of the caterpillars of each of these butterflies.
You can contact Dominique at bernaudtahiti@hotmail.com
His address is:
2029 route de Meylan, 38330 Biviers, France.
I’m happy to coordinate samples and send a consolidated batch to Dominique if you would prefer.
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Papilio larvae
Raimund Schutte recently posted a photo (on the Highveld Branch WhatsApp Group) of a bird
dropping, which looked remarkably like a Citrus Swallowtail (Papilio demodocus demodocus)
larva.
It appears that some Swallowtail larvae, which often make little other attempt at concealment, rely
on their similarity to bird droppings to avoid detection.
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2021 Subscriptions
A reminder that your LepSoc Africa subscriptions for 2021 were due on 01 January. I’ve copied
Hanna Edge’s reminder below!
The various membership categories with their fees for 2021 are set out below. You may change
your membership category if you so wish.
South Africa, rest of Africa, Madagascar, Mauritius, Seychelles and Reunion
Full ordinary members
R 290
Pensioner (over 60 years old)
R 220
Student (under 23 years old)
R 150
Junior (under 15)
Free
Family
R 450 for full ordinary and R 350 for pensioners
(husband and wife or life partners)
Sponsor
R 1200 (This includes a printed copy of the
Metamorphosis journal)
Rest of the World
Full ordinary members
R 360
Pensioner (over 60 years old)
R 270
Student (under 23 years old)
R 200
Junior (under 15)
Free
Family
R 450 for full ordinary and R 350 for pensioners
(husband and wife or life partners)
Sponsor
R 1400 (This includes a printed copy of the
Metamorphosis journal)
Please contact the membership secretary (Hanna Edge) on admin@lepsocafrica.org if you wish to
change to the family membership category.
The preferred method of payment for members with South African bank accounts is a direct
electronic payment into the LepSoc bank account:
Bank: Nedbank
Account Name: The Lepidopterists’ Society of Africa
Account Number: 1905032617
Please use your initial, surname and “subs 2021” as a reference, e.g. “JSmith subs 2021”. You
can also e-mail proof of payment to hannalepsoc@gmail.com.
Members without South African bank accounts, or members who wish to pay using a credit
card (Visa or MasterCard), should go to the LepSoc Africa website (www.LepSocAfrica.org)
where this facility is available.
It is also now a good time to update your details if they have changed. You can either do this
online by going to the LepSoc Africa website, or by e-mailing the membership secretary
(admin@lepsocafrica.org).
A document explaining how to renew your membership will be sent in a separate e-mail. If you
have any queries please do not hesitate to contact me on admin@lepsocafrica.org.
May you have an excellent festive season and a wonderful 2021!
Hanna Edge
(LepSoc Africa membership secretary)
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Butterfly Events
We hope to reinstate the bi-monthly Butterfly Evenings at Ruimsig Country Club, Roodepoort.
Further news to follow shortly.
The International Moth Night is pencilled in for Sat 13 Feb at Johannesburg Zoo; further details will
be forwarded once we have clarity regarding this event.

BOOKS
LepSoc Africa Book Stock
LepSoc Africa holds a considerable stock of
Metamorphosis journals and also books, such as The
Emperor Moths of Namibia by Rolf Oberprieler and The
Butterflies of Zambia by A. Heath, M. Newport and D.
Hancock. The above books are on sale for R150 and
R175 respectively.
Please order using the LSA Website
(http://lepsocafrica.org/) as follows:
From the Home page, select the Publications tab
at the top of the page.
Select Shop near the top-right of this page.
Select what you wish to purchase from the numerous books and back-issues of
Metamorphosis contained on this page.
Select the Cart and Checkout tab at the top of the page.
Once you are happy press Go to Checkout, select the delivery method that you require
and Place Order!

Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa
(Steve Woodhall)
Fully revised, the new edition of Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa
features all of South Africa’s 671 butterfly species. This popular guide
includes newly described species and subspecies, and the most recent
taxonomic changes based on DNA studies.
Butterflies of South Africa
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Moths of Africa (Hermann Hacker)
In February 2019 the first volume of the book-series Moths of Africa was
released. The book is a review of the African Boletobiinae and includes
descriptions of 4 genera, 266 species and 7 subspecies new to science.
Compiled, primarily, by Hermann Hacker, the book includes input from
Ralf Fiebig and Dirk Stadie, whom many of you will remember from last
year’s Madagascar Workshop.
It isn’t cheap (€162), but according to Hermann Staude, this book is one
of the most important works on African Lepidoptera to be produced in
recent years.
Moths of Africa

COLLECTORS CORNER
If you are looking for cabinets, someone I can recommend is Brendan
McErlaine (082 446 5136).
Olivier Houe (082 455 3356 or Olivier.houe@gmail.com) can be
contacted for trays, traps, pins or other entomological supplies.
David Horne has requested a spot in “Collectors Corner”.
David’s business, “Mad Hornet Entomological Supplies”, carry a range
of entomological equipment; David is interested to hear about what
items are required by collectors and breeders, in order that he may
procure supplies at reasonable prices and ensure ready availability.
Mad HorneT Entomological Supplies (A product of Horne Technologies
CC)
www.madhornet.co.za
ento@hornetechnologies.co.za
076 563 2084
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FEATURES
Butterfly Plates (Mark Williams)
Genus Argemma Grishin, 2019 (Forest Sylphs)

Argemma argyrosticta argyrosticta. MR, MV, FR, FV. Ghana. Ex ABRI Collection.

Argemma argyrosticta enta. MR, MV, FR, FV. Uganda. Ex Dobson Collection.

Argemma aurea. MR, MV, FR, FV. Central African Republic. Ex ABRI Collection.

Argemma bonga. MR, MV, FR, FV. Usambara, Tanzania. Ex ABRI Collection.

Argemma maesseni. MR, MV, FR, FV. Tinte, Ghana. Ex ABRI Collection.
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Argemma mabirensis. MR, MV, FR, FV. Kakamega, Kenya. Ex ABRI Collection.

English names for Afrotropical Butterflies (Jeremy Dobson)
To date, we have compiled lists of proposed butterfly names for 192 genera; 59.5% of the African
list. We have commenced “finalizing” names in cases where a family or subfamily of butterflies
has been completed; the Riodinidae family was selected to start the voting process and we then
chose to “bank” the Pieridae family. As there was little response to my request for proposals or
comments, I hosted a Zoom meeting those of you who had expressed an interest in the English
naming project; after some debate we compiled a list of “Placeholder” names for the Pieridae. At
the request of Andre Coetzer, the following two butterflies will receive duplicate names in this
newsletter, until such time as an approved list has been finalized:
Danaus chrysippus orientis African Plain Tiger / African Monarch
Belenois aurota Pioneer Caper White / Brown-veined White
The filling of Placeholder names is undertaken on a first come first served basis: the initial
proposals take priority; in the case of SA Butterflies, the names in Steve Woodhall’s book, as the
most recent names in print, are the current placeholders and are the names used in this
newsletter. These names can only be changed by a democratic vote. All names that have at least
one alternative proposal, will be subjected to a vote.
OBJECTIVES
1. To create a single, comprehensive and consistent list of English names for Afrotropical
Papilionoidea; this list will be published in Metamorphosis, once it has been completed (this
will only be in about 5-years’ time, unless I receive significant assistance). Afrotropical
Butterflies includes most currently recognized English names, although these extend only to
species level. More than 70% of African butterflies did not previously have English names.
2. To create names that, where possible, assist recognition of butterflies among non-experts in other words, the vast majority of butterfly enthusiasts!
3. It should be possible to insert the completed list seamlessly into a world-list of English
butterfly names (we are merely writing the African chapter): the names need to take
cognizance of butterfly names used elsewhere in the world.
GUIDELINES
1. If at all possible, names should assist with identification. Keys could include colour, pattern,
size, shape, distribution, flight characteristics or behaviour.
2. In line with the above, authors names or the name of the discoverer (which are recognised
in the scientific name in any case), should be avoided, if at all possible. Annotation such as
“Common” or the names of towns or cities should be used with discretion. Remember, that
the names apply to the entire Afrotropical region; “Northern” is unlikely to be an apt name
for a South African taxa, unless as a distinction between northern and southern subspecies.
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3. Names may not exceed 40 characters in length, including spaces or punctuation. Although
not essential, by default, names should follow the structure of the scientific taxonomy: a
name for the genus or group, a name for the species and, where applicable, a moniker to
distinguish subspecies. Soutpansberg Emperor Swallowtail (Papilio ophidicephalus
entabeni) for example.
METHOD AND PROGRAM
Phase 1 – Compilation of Placeholder list
1. An initial checklist of “placeholders” will be compiled. This includes the latest, published
English names (including, for SA taxa, those in Steve Woodhall’s new book), plus the
suggested names that have been previously listed in ABN - the highlighted genera in the
tables below.
2. Everyone is welcome to compile lists of placeholder names, but please don’t re-do the
names that have been listed already – that step relates to the review process (see Phase 2
below). For consistency, entries must include names for each representative of an African
genus. In instances where there is a current “placeholder”, the proposed name will be listed
as an alternative proposal under your name.
3. I have committed to “publishing” a full list of species within six genera in each edition of
ABN. Names have been proposed for 180 genera so far, which means we have 149 still to
go; about four years at the current rate.
Phase 2 – Review, revision and finalization of the list
1. Once we have a full list of “placeholders” and alternative proposals, the review, approval or
revision of names can commence. While we are unlikely to achieve consensus in all
instances, the process will be as democratic as possible. Placeholder names should be
changed if a) they are incorrect, misleading or do not follow the guidelines, or b) by
replacement, by an alternative proposal, by a simple majority of votes by the accredited
“Judges”; in the event of a tie, the existing Placeholder will remain.
2. While this review process can commence at any time, it should probably only be concluded
once all the names within a family - or at the very least, within a subfamily - have been
completed.
We will try and “finalize” a minimum of six genera every two months (one genus from each column
in the table, below); this will take another four years, but if possible – and if I get assistance from
enough people – I’m sure we can wrap this up much sooner.
The highlighted genera have been processed already (green in this newsletter and yellow in
previous editions; those highlighted in grey have been finalized already):
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GENUS
Charaxes
Euphaedra
Acraea
Iolaus
Bebearia
Lepidochrysops
Papilio
Cymothoe
Telchinia
Bicyclus
Mylothris
Anthene
Euriphene
Liptena
Colotis
Neptis
Apallaga
Pentila
Aloeides
Ornipholidotos
Heteropsis
Chrysoritis
Graphium
Amauris
Belenois
Pilodeudorix
Neurellipes
Cephetola
Stempfferia
Aslauga
Pseudacraea
Cigaritis
Aphnaeus
Euptera
Telipna
Lachnocnema
Strabena
Deudorix
Hypolycaena
Thestor
Micropentila
Alaena
Abantis
Uranothauma
Euchrysops
Junonia
Pseudaletis
Spialia
Triclema
Axiocerses
Baliochila
Mimacraea
Sarangesa
Celaenorrhinus
Eagris

GENUS NAME
Charaxes
Forester
Acraea
Sapphire
Small Forester
Giant Cupid
Swallowtail
Glider
Wizard
Bush Brown
Dotted Border
Ciliate Blue
Nymph
Liptena
Tip
Sailer
Yellow Sprite
Spotted Buff
Russet
Glasswing
Low-eye
Opal
Swordtail
Friar
Caper White
Blue Playboy
Zebra Hairtail
Dark Flash
Plain Flash
Purple
False Acraea
Silverline
Highflier
Pilot
Telipna
Woolly Legs
High-eye
Playboy
Fairy Hairstreak
Skolly
Dots
Zulu
Paradise Skipper
Heart
Smoky Blue
Pansy
Fantasy
Sandman
Small Hairtail
Scarlet
Mottled Buff
Acraea Mimic
Elfin
Dark Sprite
Flat

COUNT
457
346
206
174
164
158
157
153
150
125
125
107
107
100
94
94
88
81
75
75
70
69
66
65
65
65
64
55
52
51
51
46
44
44
39
38
37
35
35
35
34
33
32
32
31
31
31
29
29
28
28
28
28
27
27

GENUS
Platylesches
Ypthima
Afriodinia
Precis
Sevenia
Hypolimnas
Mimeresia
Pseudathyma
Appias
Falcuna
Gorgyra
Metisella
Brakefieldia
Dixeia
Iridana
Capys
Neocoenyra
Borbo
Ceratrichia
Cerautola
Cupidesthes
Eresina
Geritola
Kedestes
Pseudonympha
Tetrarhanis
Aphysoneura
Stugeta
Eicochrysops
Eresiomera
Euryphura
Harpendyreus
Leptotes
Thermoniphas
Chloroselas
Coeliades
Hewitsonia
Paradeudorix
Artitropa
Tuxentius
Andronymus
Eretis
Osmodes
Eurema
Leptosia
Tarucus
Leptomyrina
Meza
Nepheronia
Palla
Perrotia
Stygionympha
Willema
Gretna
Hypophytala

GENUS NAME
Hopper
Three-ring
Judy
Commodore
Tree Nymph
Diadem
Harlequin
False Sergeant
Albatross White
Marble
Leaf Sitter
Sylph
Patroller
Small White
Sapphire Gem
Protea
Round Ringlet
Swift
Forest Sylph
Angled Flash
Light Hairtail
Tree Buff
Light Flash
Ranger
Brown
On-off
Bamboo Ringlet
Marbled Sapphire
Ash Blue
Pearly
Commander
Mountain Blue
Zebra Blue
Chalk Blue
Gem
Policeman
Tiger Flash
Fairy Playboy
Night Fighter
Pie
Dart
Elf
White-spots
Grass Yellow
Wood White
Pierrot
Black-eye
Three-spot Missile
Vagrant
Palla
Bamboo Dart
Hillside Brown
Sylph
Twilight Skipper
Banded Flash

COUNT
27
26
25
25
25
24
24
24
23
23
23
23
22
22
22
21
21
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
19
19
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
17
17
16
16
15
15
15
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
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GENUS
Myrina
Orachrysops
Vanessa
Caenides
Nervia
Trimenia
Acleros
Cacyreus
Colias
Eurytela
Leona
Pteroteinon
Azanus
Chondrolepis
Cooksonia
Deloneura
Issoria
Lipaphnaeus
Oboronia
Oxylides
Scopulifera
Chilades
Citrinophila
Durbania
Euliphyra
Fulda
Neita
Pardaleodes
Protogoniomorpha
Tarsocera
Teriomima
Antanartia
Ariadne
Calleagris
Dingana
Hemiolaus
Larinopoda
Salamis
Serradinga
Syrmoptera
Teracolus
Torbenia
Zophopetes
Argemma
Dira
Epitolina
Fresna
Hypoleucis
Lycaena
Melphina
Paracleros
Phalanta
Phasis
Pontia
Pyrrhiades

GENUS NAME
Fig-tree Blue
Cupid
Admiral
Recluse
Painted Ranger
Silver-spotted Copper
Dusky Dart
Bronze
Clouded Yellow
Piper
Large Recluse
Red-eye
Babul Blue
Snow-horned Skipper
Tiger Mimic
Large Buff
Fritillary
Silver Speckle
Ginger Blue
False Head
Orange Sprite
Jewel
Lemon Buff
Rocksitter
Witch
Malagasy Hopper
Large Ringlet
Pathfinder
Mother-of-Pearl
Spring Widow
Yellow Buff
Admiral
Castor
Milky Flat
Widow
Hairstreak
Pierid Buff
Mother-of-Pearl
Speckled Widow
False Head
Tip
Glasswing
Palm Night-fighter
Forest Sylph
Autumn Widow
Dull Flash
Acraea Hopper
Costus Skipper
Copper
Forest Swift
Dusky Dart
Leopard
Arrowhead
Dappled White
Policeman

COUNT
12
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

GENUS
Tagiades
Torynesis
Tsitana
Astictopterus
Aterica
Byblia
Danaus
Euploea
Evena
Gnophodes
Hovala
Libythea
Melphinyet
Paronymus
Physcaeneura
Pinacopteryx
Pseudopontia
Semalea
Spalgis
Tirumala
Actizera
Ampittia
Apaturopsis
Argyrocheila
Cassionympha
Cnodontes
Coenyropsis
Cupidopsis
Dapidodigma
Dotta
Durbaniella
Epitola
Erikssonia
Etesiolaus
Euthecta
Gegenes
Hewitola
Hypomyrina
Lissia
Megalopalpus
Monza
Neptidopsis
Obania
Ortholexis
Paralethe
Parasiomera
Parnara
Parosmodes
Pseuderesia
Saribia
Teniorhinus
Toxochitona
Vanessula
Zeritis
Afrogegenes

GENUS NAME
Clouded Flat
Veined Widow
Sylph
Dark Ranger
Glade Nymph
Joker
Tiger
Crow
Large Pathfinder
Evening Brown
Malagasy Yellow Sylph
Snout
Forest Swift
Large Dart
Webbed Ringlet
Zebra White
Ghost
Silky Skipper
Harvester
Monarch
Rayed Blue
Ranger
Empress
Fairy Buff
Dull Brown
Plain Buff
Lined Ringlet
Meadow Blue
Virgin
Spangled Ranger
Rocksitter
Pointed Flash
Acraea Copper
Green Sapphire
Small Buff
Dodger
Pointed Flash
Orange Playboy
Large Recluse
Harvester
Grass Skipper
False Sailer
Obania
Scarce Sprite
Bush Beauty
Harlequin
Watchman
Orange
Harlequin
Malagasy Judy
Small Fox
Fluttering Buff
Lady’s Maid
Checkered Gem
Dodger

COUNT
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
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GENUS
Caprona
Catopsilia
Ceratricula
Coenyra
Crudaria
Cyrestis
Eresinopsides
Euchloe
Flandria
Galerga
Gamia
Hallelesis
Harma
Kakumia
Kallimoides
Larsenia
Leucochitonea
Malaza
Melanitis
Melitaea
Mesoxantha
Monile
Phytala
Pieris
Prosopalpus
Pseudonacaduba
Teratoneura
Tylopaedia
Xanthodisca
Zenonia
Zintha
Acada
Aethiopana
Alenia
Bettonula
Brephidium
Brusa
Catacroptera
Cynandra
Elphinstonia
Elymnias
Eronia
Euryphurana
Freyeria
Hollandus
Kobelana
Lachnoptera
Lasiommata
Luthrodes
Mashuna
Melampias
Neaveia
Osphantes
Paternympha
Pelopidas

GENUS NAME
Ragged Skipper
Migrant
Tufted Forest Sylph
Shadefly
Grey
Map
Mottled Tree Buff
Green-striped White
Forest Sylph
Malagasy Sylph
Grand Skipper
Cream Ringlet
Angular Glider
Ant Buff
African Leaf
Swift
White-cloaked Skipper
Malagasy Sylph
Evening Brown
False Fritillary
Drury’s Delight
Jewelled Hairtail
Forest Flash
Cabbage White
Dwarf Skipper
Lineblue
Isabella
King Copper
Yellow Disc
Spotted Hopper
Pierrot
Axehead
Acraea Flash
Speckled Sandman
Brown Sprite
Pygmy Blue
Marbled Swift
Pirate
Brilliant Nymph
Green-striped White
Palmfly
Vine-leaf Vagrant
Noble Commander
Jewel
Pathfinder
Dark Flat
Leopard
Wall Brown
Jewel
Marsh Ringlet
Boland Brown
Pierine Blue
Lobed Skipper
Small Ringlet
Branded Swift

COUNT
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

GENUS
Procampta
Pseudoneptis
Ptelina
Pyrrhochalcia
Rhabdomantis
Takliades
Triskelionia
Xanthonymus
Zizeeria
Aeropetes
Afrodryas
Ankola
Argynnis
Argyraspodes
Batelusia
Calopieris
Carcharodus
Catochrysops
Cesa
Congdonia
Durbaniopsis
Erionota
Euryphaedra
Gideona
Gomalia
Gyrogra
Hamanumida
Herila
Hipparchia
Isoteinon
Katreus
Kumothales
Lampides
Lepella
Mallika
Mashunoides
Moltena
Mopala
Neoepitola
Netrobalane
Noctulana
Oraidium
Pardopsis
Pharmacophagus
Ploetzia
Powellana
Pseudargynnis
Pseudoneaveia
Smerina
Tumerepedes
Vansomerenia
Ypthimomorpha
Zizina
Zizula

GENUS NAME
Elf
False Sailer
Bordered Buff
Policeman
Large Fox
Policeman
Tricerate Elfin
Yellow Disc
Grass Blue
Mountain Pride
Autumn-leaf Vagrant
Red Disc
Fritillary
Silver-spotted Copper
Zebra Flash
Desert Beauty
Sandman
Shiny Blue
Grey
Plain Buff
Rocksitter
Banana Skipper
Pointed Nymph
Pointed Tip
Green-marbled Sandman
Leaf Sitter
Guinea-fowl
Speckled Orange
Grayling
Dark Ranger
Giant Sprite
Congo Nymph
Pea Blue
Central Sylph
Jackson’s Leaf
Marsh Ringlet
Strelitzia Night-fighter
Grass Skipper
Congo Flash
Buff-tipped Skipper
Brown Forest Swift
Dwarf Blue
Polka Dot
Swallowtail
Hopper
Congo Flash
Leopard Nymph
Congo Flash
Leopard
Nigerian Buff
Savanna Gem
Three-ring
Clover Blue
Gaika Blue

COUNT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6430
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The butterflies – all Hesperiidae - for which proposed names are listed in this newsletter are:
Abantis (32 taxa), Platylesches (27 taxa), Zophopetes (7 taxa), Paronymus (5 taxa), Xanthodisca
(3 taxa) and Ploetzia (1 taxon).

COMMON NAME
Tricoloured Paradise Skipper
Miombo Paradise Skipper
Angola Paradise Skipper
Bicoloured Paradise Skipper*
Northern Paradise Skipper
Dusky Paradise Skipper
White-banded Paradise Skipper
Elegant Paradise Skipper
Cameroon Paradise Skipper
Guinea Paradise Skipper
Pale Paradise Skipper
Congo Paradise Skipper
Djah Paradise Skipper
Western Djah Paradise Skipper
Streaked Paradise Skipper
Eastern Streaked Paradise Skipper
Congo White-bodied Paradise Skipper
Zambia White-bodied Paradise Skipper
White-bodied Paradise Skipper
Ethiopia Paradise Skipper
Meru Paradise Skipper
Nigerian Paradise Skipper
Southern Nigerian Paradise Skipper
African Paradise Skipper
Beige Paradise Skipper
Russet Paradise Skipper
Ghana Paradise Skipper
Spotted Velvet Paradise Skipper*
Torben's Paradise Skipper
Veined Paradise Skipper*
Gold Paradise Skipper
Zambezi Paradise Skipper
Bashful Hopper
Peppered Hopper
Cameroon Hopper
Chamaeleon Hopper
Central Chamaeleon Hopper
Spring Hopper
Mpanga Hopper
White-tail Hopper
Angular Hopper
Mudwiji Hopper
Western Hopper
Cream-banded Hopper
Dark Peppered Hopper
Large Peppered Hopper
Sand-dune Hopper
Honey Hopper
Flower-girl Hopper
Toro Hopper
Banded Hopper

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Abantis arctomarginata
Abantis bamptoni
Abantis bergeri
Abantis bicolor
Abantis bismarcki
Abantis contigua
Abantis efulensis
Abantis elegantula
Abantis eltringhami
Abantis fabiana
Abantis iruma
Abantis ituri
Abantis ja ja
Abantis ja usheri
Abantis leucogaster leucogaster
Abantis leucogaster rotundala
Abantis lucretia etoumbiensis
Abantis lucretia lofu
Abantis lucretia lucretia
Abantis meneliki
Abantis meru
Abantis nigeriana nigeriana
Abantis nigeriana rougeoti
Abantis paradisea
Abantis pseudonigeriana
Abantis rubra
Abantis tanobia
Abantis tettensis
Abantis torbeni
Abantis venosa
Abantis vidua
Abantis zambesiaca
Platylesches affinissima
Platylesches ayresii
Platylesches batangae
Platylesches chamaeleon chamaeleon
Platylesches chamaeleon tero
Platylesches dolomitica
Platylesches fosta
Platylesches galesa
Platylesches hassani
Platylesches heathi
Platylesches iva
Platylesches lamba
Platylesches langa
Platylesches larseni
Platylesches morigambia
Platylesches moritili
Platylesches neba
Platylesches panga
Platylesches picanini

AUTHOR
Lathy, 1901
Collins & Larsen, 1994
Mendes & Bivar de Sousa, 2009
(Trimen, 1864)
Karsch, 1892
Evans, 1937
Holland, 1896
(Mabille, 1890)
Jordan, 1932
Belcastro, 2016
Evans, 1951
Larsen & Collins, 2014
Druce, 1909
Collins & Larsen, 2008
(Mabille, 1890)
Larsen & Collins, 2014
Miller, 1971
Neave, 1910
Druce, 1909
Berger, 1979
Evans, 1947
Butler, 1901
Berger, 1960
(Butler, 1870)
Usher, 1984
Holland, 1920
Collins & Larsen, 2005
Hopffer, 1855
Belcastro & Oremans, 2016
Trimen, 1889
Weymer, 1901
(Westwood, 1874)
Strand, 1921
(Trimen, 1889)
(Holland, 1894)
(Mabille, 1891)
Evans, 1937
Henning & Henning, 1997
Evans, 1937
(Hewitson, 1877)
Collins & Larsen, 2008
Collins & Larsen, 2008
Evans, 1937
Neave, 1910
Evans, 1937
Kielland, 1992
Larsen, 2013
(Wallengren, 1857)
(Hewitson, 1877)
Evans, 1937
(Holland, 1894)
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Northern Nyasa Hopper
Nyasa Hopper
Western Robust Hopper
Robust Hopper
Cameroon Robust Hopper
Loma Hopper
Shona Hopper
Small Hopper
Ebogo Palm Night-fighter
Common Palm Night-fighter
African Palm Night-fighter*
Small Palm Night-fighter
Scarce Palm Night-fighter
Gabon Palm Night-fighter
Western Palm Night-fighter
Budonga Large Dart
Great Large Dart
Scarce Large Dart
Eastern Yellow Large Dart
Yellow Large Dart
Malagasy Yellow Disc
Western Yellow Disc
Golden Yellow Disc
Malagasy Hopper

Platylesches rasta anka
Platylesches rasta rasta
Platylesches robustus fofi
Platylesches robustus robustus
Platylesches robustus villa
Platylesches rossii
Platylesches shona
Platylesches tina
Zophopetes barteni
Zophopetes cerymica
Zophopetes dysmephila
Zophopetes ganda
Zophopetes haifa
Zophopetes nobilior
Zophopetes quaternata
Paronymus budonga
Paronymus ligora
Paronymus nevea
Paronymus xanthias kiellandi
Paronymus xanthias xanthias
Xanthodisca ariel
Xanthodisca rega
Xanthodisca vibius
Ploetzia amygdalis

Evans, 1937
Evans, 1937
Larsen & Mei, 1998
Neave, 1910
Evans, 1937
Belcastro, 1986
Evans, 1937
Evans, 1937
De Jong, 2017
(Hewitson, [1867])
(Trimen, 1868)
Evans, 1937
Evans, 1937
(Holland, 1896)
(Mabille, 1876)
(Evans, 1938)
(Hewitson, 1876)
(Druce, 1910)
Congdon & Collins, 1998
(Mabille, 1891)
(Mabille, 1878)
(Mabille, 1889)
(Hewitson, 1878)
(Mabille, 1877)

Names with an asterisk* are not the current placeholders
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Butterfly Index (Jeremy Dobson)
The Butterfly Index is tracking trends of butterfly abundance in South Africa, post January 2018.
As a supplement to the project, LepSoc Africa have commenced butterfly-surveys of several
National Botanical Gardens, which will be incorporated in to the Butterfly Index data.
We have now completed three years of Butterfly Index surveys and the results are indicated in the
graph below.
2020 (the green line) probably represents the “best” year to date, with the highest average
butterfly counts in the summer months and significant reduction in winter, although the Covid
lockdown obviously influenced this as well.
A fairly striking feature – one that has surprised me – is the lack of difference between the summer
and winter months. While there are usually more individual butterflies flying in summer (at least on
the Highveld) the number of species recorded has been fairly constant throughout the year; a
possible early warning regarding the influence of climate change?

2018 to 2020
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

IDEAL

2018

2019

For the Butterfly Index, I require the number of species
seen at a single locality in a single day. If your survey is
superficial (less than 1-hour in duration), or based on
observations from a suburban garden or farm, please let
me know and I’ll multiply the number obtained by 1.5.
Steve Woodhall’s Butterfly App is a great way of saving
butterfly checklists. It will soon be possible to export
these lists directly to LepiBase; data submission will be a
key requirement of the new permitting system.

2020

Biome

Factor

Lowveld Savanna or Forest (L.S.)

100%

Highveld Savanna (H.S.)

70%

Highveld Grassland (H.G.)

50%

Arid Savanna (A.S.)

35%

Karoo (K)

25%

Fynbos (F)

25%

Afromontane Forest (A.F.)

50%
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NUMBER OF SPECIES RECORDED FROM A SINGLE LOCALITY IN A SINGLE DAY

ABUNDANCE
INDEX

BIOME
Lowveld
Savanna or
Forest (L.S.)

Highveld
Savanna
(H.S)

Highveld
Grassland
(H.G.)

Arid Savanna
(A.S)

Karoo (K)

Fynbos (F)

Afromontane
Forest (A.F.)

>80

>56

>40

>28

>20

>20

>40

5

Excellent

4

Good

52 to 80

37 to 56

26 to 40

19 to 28

13 to 20

13 to 20

26 to 40

3

Average

29 to 51

20 to 36

15 to 25

10 to 18

8 to 12

8 to 12

15 to 25

2

Poor

11 to 28

8 to 19

6 to 14

4 to 9

3 to 7

3 to 7

6 to 14

1

Very Poor

≤10

≤7

≤5

≤3

≤2

≤2

≤5

0

No Data

For information, the Abundance Index (Ax) is calculated using the following formula, where n
represents the species-count from a site and F is the percentage factor from the Biome table:
Ax = 1+ (n / (10 * F)) 1/1.5
Methodology
1/. Each Province receives a monthly rating between, which will be more than 1 (Very Poor) and is
unlikely to exceed 5 (Excellent). Lesotho and Swaziland are included as Provinces.
2/. The rating is based on the highest recorded individual monthly species-count within the
province under consideration. The numbers are based on representatives of the Papilionoidea
superfamily (traditional butterflies).
3/. In instances where data is acquired from several biomes within a single Province, the highest
rating will be used.
Annual prizes will be awarded to the most active provincial representatives!
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Objectives
1/. To monitor long term trends in butterfly abundance throughout South Africa
2/. To compare seasonal and annual abundance indexes
3/. To compare current butterfly-counts with historical benchmarks
Data – November and December:
2020
PROVINCE
Gauteng
KwaZulu-Natal
Limpopo
Mpumalanga
Western Cape
Eastern Cape
Northern Cape
Southern Cape
North West
Free State
Lesotho
Swaziland

NOVEMBER
Index
3.2
3.7

Score
25
22

4.2
3.5

56
10

DECEMBER

Locality
WSBG
Bergville

Biome
H.S.
H.G.

Observer
Jeremy Dobson
Mark Liptrot

Mountainlands
Harold Porter

L.S.
F

Jeremy Dobson
Graham Henning

Index
3.9

Score
35

Locality
WSBG

Biome
H.S.

Observer
Jeremy Dobson

4.4
4.2
3.4

36
14
19

Dirkiesdorp
Harold Porter
Gaikas Kop

H.G.
F
H.G.

Jeremy Dobson
Graham Henning
Jeremy Dobson

3.7

11

George

F

Dave Edge

2.7

11

Wepener

H.G.

Jeremy Dobson

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Summarized Butterfly Index Data – 2020:
PROVINCE

2020 - SUMMARY
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

Gauteng

5.3

3.9

4.2

3.1

2.6

3.5

2

3.1

3.5

3.2

3.2

3.9

KwaZulu-Natal

4.5

4.1

4.3

4.5

4.1

3.3

2.6

3.4

2.8

3

3.7

0

Limpopo

3.5

5.1

3.9

0

0

0

0

0

3.4

3.6

0

0

Mpumalanga

4.6

4

0

0

4.4

0

0

0

3.6

4.7

4.2

4.4

Western Cape

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

3.5

4.2

Eastern Cape

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.4

Northern Cape

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.2

0

4.3

0

0

Southern Cape

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.7

North West

0

3.7

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.9

0

0

0

Free State

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.7

Lesotho

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Swaziland

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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CONSERVATION AND RESEARCH
LepiMAP (Les Underhill)
LepiMAP is helping to build up-to-date distribution maps for the butterflies and moths of Africa.
These maps are critically important for conservation management and priority setting. Without
good distribution maps, species conservation is largely guesswork. You can make your
photography count for conservation by uploading your photos into the Virtual Museum
http://thebdi.org/2019/07/02/virtual-museum-open-for-refreshments/

Butterfly Evolutionary Diversity (BED) (Jonathan Colville)
The Butterfly Evolutionary Diversity project (BED) is a three-year research enterprise led by
SANBI. The BED project seeks to map patterns of evolutionary diversity for butterflies across
South African landscapes. It aims, through collecting DNA samples of all South African butterfly
species, to identify areas not only of high butterfly species richness and conservation concern, but
also areas of high evolutionary importance. LepSoc Africa will be the main collecting agency for
this project, which will also provide the phylogenetic analyses to enable us to resolve a number of
taxonomic issues.
Everyone can assist with this project: for further information, go to
http://www.lepsoc.org.za/projects/butterfly-evolutionary-diversity/

Caterpillar Rearing Group (CRG) (Hermann Staude)
The third volume of the CRG results has been published in Metamorphosis: Volume 31 / 3.
Anybody wishing to join, please refer to the LepSoc Africa website for details
(http://www.lepsoc.org.za/) or visit the Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/groups/caterpillarrg/

COREL
Custodians of Rare and Endangered Lepidoptera (COREL) is a joint LepSoc Africa–Brenton Blue
Trust project to secure the survival of our threatened butterfly and moth species.
If you would like to assist COREL in any capacity, please contact me at jchdobson@gmail.com
A link to the latest COREL guidelines is attached below:
COREL - Structure and guidelines
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Aloeides Project (Jeremy Dobson)
I had a disaster with my Aloeides samples, which might set the project back by a year.
I’ve been “storing” leg samples in vials in my deep freeze, within a box designed to accommodate
100 tubes; the box is numbered 1 to 10 and A to J – a bit like an Excel spreadsheet and the
specimen data is captured accordingly. My idea was to use this as a temporary store, from which
individual leg samples could be extracted once I compile the final 95-sample plate for submission
to BOLD. Remaining legs could be kept in reserve or submitted to BED. As I had no intention of
ever removing the vials from their “cells” I hadn’t bothered to number the vials with corresponding
“A1” etc. What could go wrong?
Well, quite a lot actually. Boxing Day – a traditional day of recovery – was
probably not a good day for me to try and add samples to the collection and the
unthinkable happened. It retrospect, I could have salvaged the 12 samples that
remained in their cells, but in a state of shock, I removed these too…
I’ve summarized the damage in the table below. Samples from Dave Edge and
Ernest Pringle were unaffected, as these were in properly labelled vials. The rest
are now unusable – weeks of effort on my behalf, preparing samples,
photographing the butterflies and capturing the data. Some records can be
replaced, as I have additional specimens (green ticks). The rest (red crosses)
will require starting from scratch.
ID
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687

COLLECTOR
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Harald Selb
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Mark Williams
Mark Williams
Harald Selb
Harald Selb
Jeremy Dobson
Mark Williams
Jeremy Dobson
Harald Selb
Jeremy Dobson
Mark Williams
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Mark Williams
Mark Williams
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson
Jeremy Dobson

TAXON
Aloeides b amptoni
Aloeides b amptoni
Aloeides molomo krooni
Aloeides molomo krooni
Aloeides arida
Aloeides arida
Aloeides arida
Aloeides arida
Aloeides pierus
Aloeides pierus
Aloeides damarensis mashona
Aloeides aranda
Aloeides pallida littoralis
Aloeides clarki
Aloeides nollothi
Aloeides carolynnae carolynnae
Aloeides carolynnae carolynnae
Aloeides kaplani
Aloeides kaplani
Aloeides vansoni
Aloeides vansoni
Aloeides juana
Aloeides juana
Aloeides apicalis
Aloeides apicalis
Aloeides lutescens
Aloeides lutescens
Aloeides egerides
Aloeides egerides
Aloeides thyra thyra
Aloeides thyra thyra
Aloeides stevensoni
Aloeides stevensoni
Aloeides trimeni trimeni
Aloeides arida
Aloeides arida
Aloeides dentatis maseruna
Aloeides dentatis maseruna
Aloeides molomo molomo
Aloeides molomo molomo
Aloeides pierus
Aloeides pierus
Aloeides nub ilus
Aloeides nub ilus
Aloeides trimeni trimeni

PROVINCE
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Mpumalanga
Mpumalanga
Western Cape
Western Cape
Northern Cape
Western Cape
Western Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Eastern Cape
Eastern Cape
Northern Cape
Northern Cape
Western Cape
Western Cape
Western Cape
Western Cape
Western Cape
Western Cape
Limpopo
Limpopo
Limpopo
Western Cape
Western Cape
Gauteng
Gauteng
Gauteng
Gauteng
Mpumalanga
Mpumalanga
Mpumalanga
Mpumalanga
Mpumalanga

LOACLITY
Namaqualand, Steinkopf (12km N-E)
Namaqualand, Steinkopf (12km N-E)
Kuruman Hills, Kuruman (1km W), Graveyard
Kuruman Hills, Kuruman (1km W), Graveyard
Namaqualand, Kotzesrus (12km E-SE)
Namaqualand, Kotzesrus (12km E-SE)
Namaqualand, Hondeklip Bay (8km N-E)
Namaqualand, Hondeklipbaai (11km E-SE), Wallekraal
Namaqualand, Kammieskroon (20km W-NW), Namaqua National Park
Namaqualand, Kammieskroon (20km W-NW), Namaqua National Park
North West, KwaMhlanga (10km N-E), Klipfontein
North West, KwaMhlanga (10km N-E), Klipfontein
Overberg, Witsand (38km W), De Hoop
Outeniqua, Uniondale (28km S), Spitskop
West Coast, Port Noloth (4km S), McDougall Bay
Winelands, Worcester (24km E-NE), Slanghoek
Winelands, Worcester (24km E-NE), Slanghoek
Roggeveld, Sutherland (8.3km W), Large rocks (S)
Roggeveld, Sutherland (8.3km W), Large rocks (S)
Roggerveld, Sutherland (8km W-SW), "Golf Ball" Observatory
Roggerveld, Sutherland (8km W-SW), "Golf Ball" Observatory
Karoo, Jansenville (17km N-E), Dry river bed
Karoo, Jansenville (17km N-E), Dry river bed
Namaqualand, Nuwerus (3km N-W), Tower
Namaqualand, Nuwerus (3km N-W), Tower
Worcester, Worcester (16km S-E), Bree River
Worcester, Worcester (16km S-E), Bree River
Worcester, Worcester (16km S-E), Bree River
Worcester, Worcester (16km S-E), Bree River
West Coast, Jacobs Bay (3km S-SW), Dunes
West Coast, Jacobs Bay (3km S-SW), Dunes
Wolkberg, Haenertsburg 22km S-W), Bewaarkloof
Wolkberg, Haenertsburg 22km S-W), Bewaarkloof
Wolkberg, Haenertsburg 22km S-W), Bewaarkloof, Hilltop
Giffberg, Vanrynsdorp (19km S), Giffberg, Matsikamma
Giffberg, Vanrynsdorp (19km S), Giffberg, Matsikamma
South, Vanderbijlpark (21km N-W), Leeuspruit
South, Vanderbijlpark (21km N-W), Leeuspruit
West Rand, Glenharvie (7km S), Kalbasfontein
West Rand, Glenharvie (7km S), Kalbasfontein
East Vaal, Morgenzon (13km S-SE), Central Hill
East Vaal, Morgenzon (13km S-SE), Central Hill
Escarpment, Nelspruit (43km W), Elandshooghte
Escarpment, Nelspruit (43km W), Elandshooghte
Escarpment, Nelspruit (43km W), Elandshooghte

Aloeides Apocalypse

DATE
20 Aug 2020
20 Aug 2020
24 Aug 2020
24 Aug 2020
21 Aug 2020
21 Aug 2020
22 Aug 2020
22 Aug 2020
22 Aug 2020
22 Aug 2020
11 Nov 2018
11 Nov 2018
26 Oct 2020
26 Oct 2020
09 Aug 2020
24 Oct 2020
24 Oct 2020
23 Oct 2020
23 Oct 2020
23 Oct 2020
23 Oct 2020
28 Oct 2020
28 Oct 2020
08 Aug 2020
08 Aug 2020
24 Oct 2020
24 Oct 2020
24 Oct 2020
24 Oct 2020
25 Oct 2020
25 Oct 2020
15 Oct 2020
15 Oct 2020
15 Oct 2020
19 Sep 2020
19 Sep 2020
27 Sep 2020
27 Sep 2020
27 Sep 2020
27 Sep 2020
08 Oct 2020
08 Oct 2020
23 Sep 2020
23 Sep 2020
23 Sep 2020

FIX




✓
✓
✓
✓







✓
✓
✓
✓






✓
✓
✓
✓


✓
✓

✓
✓






✓
✓
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The “red crosses” fall in three categories:
1/. Samples of taxa for which I have no barcode and no additional specimens to extract legs from:
Aloeides apicalis
Aloeides damarensis mashona
Aloeides dentatis maseruna
Aloeides molomo krooni
I’m hopeful that I can still acquire samples of Aloeides damarensis mashona and Aloeides
dentatis maseruna this season. If anyone has specimens of Aloeides apicalis or Aloeides
molomo krooni that are less than two years old, please let me know!
2/. Samples of taxa for which I currently have a single barcode, require further sequences but
have no additional specimens:
Aloeides bamptoni
Aloeides molomo molomo
Aloeides nollothi
Aloeides vansoni
I should be able to replace Aloeides molomo molomo but, as above, if anyone has recent
samples of Aloeides bamptoni, Aloeides nollothi or Aloeides vansoni please let me know!
3/. Finally, there were samples of Aloeides for which I’ve already obtained multiple-barcodes, but
for which I wanted to test specimens from specific localities. These included Aloeides pallida
littoralis from De Hoop, Aloeides “pierus” from Morgenzon and Aloeides trimeni trimeni from
Lekgalameetse.
I’m not too concerned with Category 3, as obtaining DNA sequences from as many Aloeides
populations as possible will be an ongoing objective of the Aloeides Project and won’t delay
publication of our initial phylogenetic paper. Category 1 and to a lesser extent Category 2 are the
real deal-breakers, so please help if you can! Remember, I don’t require your butterfly – merely a
single leg and a photograph of the specimen.
We currently have barcodes for 49 Aloeides taxa and I require a further 15 to meet the magic
number of 64 (85% of the currently described Aloeides taxa). I believe this is the benchmark for
producing a publication-ready Aloeides phylogenetic tree.
Despite my “disaster” I should be able to compile samples for 11 of the “missing” taxa and hope to
recover samples of Aloeides mullini from James Wakefield in Zimbabwe and Aloeides tearei from
Katharina Reddig in Namibia.
We are very close!
The following page indicates some statistics from the Aloeides Project database. We currently
have 719 records, of 60 taxa, collected by 24 people – thanks to all concerned. More importantly,
we have acquired 117 barcodes from 49 taxa.
I’ve also attached the preliminary Aloeides phylogeny from November’s newsletter, in case you
haven’t seen it yet.
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TAXON
Aloeides trimeni trimeni
Aloeides damarensis damarensis
Aloeides pierus
Aloeides henningi
Aloeides aranda
Aloeides dryas
Aloeides macmasteri
Aloeides pallida littoralis
Aloeides juana
Aloeides penningtoni
Aloeides pallida grandis
Aloeides titei
Aloeides thyra thyra
Aloeides swanepoeli
Aloeides oreas
Aloeides taikosama
Aloeides arida
Aloeides pallida jonathani
Aloeides depicta
Aloeides margaretae
Aloeides molomo molomo
Aloeides thyra orientis
Aloeides dicksoni
Aloeides quickelbergei
Aloeides barklyi
Aloeides dentatis dentatis
Aloeides vansoni
Aloeides dentatis maseruna
Aloeides clarki
Aloeides carolynnae carolynnae
Aloeides nubilus
Aloeides bamptoni
Aloeides pallida liversidgei
Aloeides susanae
Aloeides stevensoni
Aloeides gowani
Aloeides simplex
Aloeides maluti
Aloeides apicalis
Aloeides caledoni
Aloeides plowesi
Aloeides pallida juno
Aloeides rossouwi
Aloeides almeida
Aloeides damarensis mashona
Aloeides caffrariae
Aloeides egerides
Aloeides kaplani
Aloeides mbuluensis
Aloeides molomo krooni
Aloeides griseus
Aloeides nollothi
Aloeides pallida pallida
Aloeides lutescens
Aloeides monticola
Aloeides barbarae
Aloeides rileyi
Aloeides trimeni southeyae
Aloeides molomo handmani
Aloeides conradsi conradsi

COUNT
48
43
43
35
30
26
22
21
20
20
19
19
18
18
17
17
14
13
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
719

COLLECTOR

COUNT

BARCODES

COUNT

Jeremy Dobson

237

Aloeides almeida

4

Dave Edge

79

Aloeides aranda

5

Peter Ward

77

Aloeides arida

1

Alan Gardiner

76

Aloeides b amptoni

1

André Coetzer

53

Aloeides b arb arae

2

Mark Williams

29

Aloeides b arklyi

2

Harald Selb

29

Aloeides caffrariae

2

Christopher Dobson

19

Aloeides caledoni

2

Peter Webb

15

Aloeides carolynnae carolynnae

2

Ernest Pringle

15

Aloeides conradsi conradsi

1

Alf Curle

14

Aloeides damarensis damarensis

3

GENBANK

12

Aloeides dentatis dentatis

1

Szabolcs Sáfian

12

Aloeides dentatis maseruna

1

Andrew Morton

10

Aloeides dicksoni

2

Etienne Terblanche

8

Aloeides dryas

6

Andrew Mayer

7

Aloeides egerides

2

Reinier Terblanche

5

Aloeides griseus

2

Steve Woodhall

5

Aloeides henningi

6

Hayden Warren-Gash

4

Aloeides juana

6

Ray Jones

4

Aloeides kaplani

2

Graham Henning

4

Aloeides lutescens

1

Emmeline Topp

2

Aloeides macmasteri

4

Johan Greyling

2

Aloeides margaretae

1

Alan Sinclair

1

Aloeides mb uluensis

2

719

Aloeides molomo handmani

1

Aloeides molomo molomo

1

Aloeides monticola

2

Aloeides nollothi

1

Aloeides nub ilus

1

Aloeides pallida grandis

2

Aloeides pallida jonathani

4

Aloeides pallida littoralis

2

Aloeides pallida liversidgei
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Detailed phylogentic tree
Part 1
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Detailed phylogentic tree
Part 2
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Aloeides Gallery : 2020 – 2021 Season

Aloeides arida
Kotzesrus, Northern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides stevensoni
Wolkberg, Limpopo
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides aranda
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides oreas
Dirkiesdorp, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides pierus
Hanover, Northern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides taikosama
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides dentatis maseruna
Sebokeng, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides henningi
Glenharvie, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides molomo molomo
Kalbosfontein, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides nubilus
Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides apicalis
Ceres, W Cape
Daryl De Beer

Aloeides caffrariae
Grahamstown, E Cape
David Taylor
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Aloeides barbarae
Mountainlands, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides dryas
Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides rileyi
Golden Gate, Free State
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides “dentatis”
Witsieshoek, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeidesmerces
oreas
Aloeides
Witsieshoek,
KZN
Dirkiesdorp,
Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides “dentatis”
Tsomo, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides damarensis damarensis
Tarkastad, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides mbuluensis
Tsomo, Eastern Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides thyra thyra
Jacobs Bay, Western Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides trimeni trimeni
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides pallida littoralis
De Hoop, Western Cape
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides carolynnae carolynnae
Worcester, Western Cape
Jeremy Dobson
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PUBLICATIONS

Metamorphosis
Dave Edge is the Editor of Metamorphosis; Silvia Kirkman is the Sub Editor responsible for
production.
2020 has been an unprecedented year for Metamorphosis and, due to the number of articles, the
journal is being published in four volumes.
Details regarding the costs of printing and posting hard copies will be circulated shortly; a
summary of the content is included on the next page, or view the Metamorphosis section of the
LepSoc Africa website under the Publications tab (lepsocafrica.org)
Metamorphosis Volume 30 Part 1 (2019) contains 72 pages and includes 4 Editorial pages and 12
articles and notes published on the Metamorphosis website during calendar year 2019.
The price – for South African members – is R145 excluding postage.
To save money, both on printing and postage, copies of Metamorphosis for overseas members
(including Africa) will be printed in the UK. The price will be advised shortly.

Metamorphosis Volume 30 Part 2 (the Neptis paper by Dr Ian Richardson) (153 pages) will be
printed on a similar basis. The cost, for South African members, is R300 excluding postage.
Please order hard copies using the online shop (https://lepsocafrica.org/), or contact Dave at
orachrysops@gmail.com or Silvia at silviakirkman@gmail.com.
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2019
Volume 30 Part 1
•

Articles: 58 - 68
Publication Date : 2019-12-31
David A. Edge and Silvia Mecenero
Volume 30 Part 2
•

Revision of the genus Neptis Fabricius, 1807 (Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae) in the Afrotropical
Region: Currently described taxa
Ian D. Richardson

2020
Volume 31 Part 1
•

Articles: 139 - 147
Publication Date : 2020-12-23
David A. Edge and Silvia Mecenero

Volume 31 Part 2
•

DR. MARTIN KRÜGER : Obituary by Hermann Staude and Wolfram Mey and Checklist of
the Lepidoptera of southern Africa

Volume 31 Part 3
• The Caterpillar Rearing Group
Hermann Staude
Volume 31 Part 4
• Outcomes of the Southern African Lepidoptera Conservation Assessment (SALCA)
Silvia Mecenero et al.
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OTHER BUTTERFLIES

Johan Heyns has a large collection of photographs, which are included as a regular feature in this
newsletter.
More from the Erebidae family; we commence with a large subfamily, the Erebinae:

Acantholipes trimeni
Johan Heyns

Achaea catella
Johan Heyns

Achaea lienardi
Johan Heyns

Cerocala vermiculosa
Johan Heyns

Exophyla multistriata
Johan Heyns

Cortyta canescens
Johan Heyns
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REGIONAL ROUNDUP
Gauteng
A visit to Walter Sisulu Botanical Gardens (WSBG) on 18 Nov produced only 20 species, which is
relatively poor for this month (Abundance Index 3.0 – Average).
There were a few Spotted-eye Small Ringlet (Paternympha narycia) and a couple of Twin-spot
Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops plebeia plebeia). The summer form of Garden Inspector (Precis
archesia archesia) were just starting to emerge. A further visit to WSBG on 28 Dec was better (36
species, Abundance Index 4.0 – Good), but unfortunately my camera broke!

Lepidochrysops plebeia plebeia
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Precis archesia archesia
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Paternympha narycia
WSBG, Gauteng
Jeremy Dobson

Lourens Erasmus has been active in the hills above his rose-farm in Muldersdrift:

Cigaritis natalensis
Muldersdrift, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Aloeides aranda
Muldersdrift, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Telchinia encedon encedon
Muldersdrift, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

And some photos from Stephen Ball…

Axiocerses tjoane tjoane
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Stephen Ball

Stugeta bowkeri tearei
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Stephen Ball

Crudaria leroma
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Stephen Ball
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Mpumalanga
Mark Williams and I visited KwaMhlanga on 25 November (37 species: 3.6 – Average). Several
Silvery Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops glauca glauca) and Twin-spot Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops
plebeia plebeia) were flying, but no sign of Stoffberg Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops rossouwi).
Noteworthy butterflies included Wandering Sandman (Spialia depauperata australis) Waterberg
Acraea (Acraea barberi) and Saffron Sapphire (Iolaus pallene).

Axiocerses amanga amanga
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Alaena amazoula ochroma
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Physcaeneura panda
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Prior to the Verloren Valei butterfly walk-and-talk (refer to a previous article) I visited Long Tom
pass. Not much was flying but there were several Northern Orange-banded Protea (Capys
alpheus extentus) on the western side of the pass and False Silver-bottom Brown (Pseudonympha
magoides) and a solitary Northern Amakosa Rocksitter (Durbania amakosa ayresi) at
Mauchsberg.
On my return journey from Verloren Valei I passed through Stofburg. I first climbed a free-standing
hill about 10 km southeast of the town, which had grabbed my attention some years ago. It is a
reasonably stiff climb, but despite windy weather, the summit is a good hill-topping spot and was
attracting a good selection of the local butterflies, including a couple of Stoffberg Giant Cupid
(Lepidochrysops rossouwi). I’d hoped to find Stoffberg Russet (Aloeides rossouwi), but no joy;
there were a few Hillside Russet (Aloeides henningi) however.
Next stop was the “old” Stofburg spot, which looked surprisingly dry. There weren’t too many
butterflies, but I found a handful of Lepidochrysops rossouwi and a couple of Natal Babul Blue
(Azanus natalensis).
Total butterfly count for the two localities: 28 (Abundance Index 4.2 - Good).

Capys alpheus extentus
Long Tom Pass, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Catacroptera cloanthe cloanthe
Stofburg, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Lepidochrysops rossouwi
Stofburg, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson
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On 27 December I visited Hlangampisi, a mountain south of the Wakkerstroom – Piet Retief road.
Jindal are mining coal from the slopes of the mountain, which is consequently fenced in; I
managed to talk my way in without too much difficulty, but if you are planning a visit, it’s probably
best to get permission from Jindal Africa beforehand; you will also need a 4 by 4 with reasonable
clearance and be prepared for a fair climb. The parking spot, on a saddle of the mountain is at
about 1 600 m; you aren’t likely to find Wakkerstroom Russet (Aloeides merces) much below
2 000 m.
I mentioned, in November’s newsletter, that KwaMhlanga (north west Mpumalanga) has five
species of Speckled Russets – Trimeni Group - flying together. Well, Hlangampisi has four species
of Patterned Russets (Dryas Group), which I think is even more unusual.
I recorded Transvaal Russet (Aloeides dryas), Wakkerstroom Russet (Aloeides merces), Small
Mountain Russet (Aloeides oreas) and Mountain Russet (Aloeides titei) flying together and, from
the other side of the Aloeides family-tree, Hillside Russet (Aloeides henningi). For information,
Pennington’s 2 gives the flight period of Aloeides merces as October and November. While it
obviously has an earlier emergence, I’ve found mid to late December to be the best time for this
butterfly.
Other noteworthy butterflies from the trip included Fulvous Ranger (Nervia mohozutza), Lydenburg
Opal (Chrysoritis aethon) and Northern Orange-banded Protea (Capys alpheus extentus).
Species count: 32. Abundance Index (Highveld Grassland): 4.4 (Good)

Aloeides dryas
Hlangampisi, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides merces
Hlangampisi, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Aloeides oreas
Hlangampisi, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Capys alpheus extentus
Hlangampisi, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Nervia mohozutza
Hlangampisi, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson

Pontia helice helice
Hlangampisi, Mpumalanga
Jeremy Dobson
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Western Cape

Pelopidas thrax
Western Cape
Daryl de Beer

Chrysoritis pan pan
Klaver, Western Cape
Ralie Claassen

Egybolis vaillantina
KZN
Sophie Nel

Aloeides aranda
Inchanga, KZN
Steve Woodhall

Durbania amakosa flavida
Lowlands
Spitzkop,
Inchanga,
KZN KZN
Steve Woodhall

Thestor basuta basuta
Margate, KZN
Steve Woodhall

Mylothris agathina agathina
Harald Johnson, KZN
Wayne Johnston

Alaena amazoula amazoula
Eshowe, KZN
Wayne Johnston

Anthene amarah amarah
Hluhluwe, KZN
Wayne Johnston

Colotis auxo auxo
Hluhluwe, KZN
Wayne Johnston

Chrysoritis nigricans zwartbergae
Swartberg, Western Cape
Brian du Preez

KZN

Azanus natalensis
Hluhluwe, KZN
Wayne Johnston
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Kedestes macomo
Fawn Lees, KZN
Alicia Culverwell

Kedestes wallengrenii wallengrenii
Fawn Lees, KZN
Alicia Culverwell

Lepidochrysops patricia
Fawn Lees, KZN
Alicia Culverwell

Telchinia encedon encedon
Kirk Falls, KZN
Steve Woodhall

Belenois gidica abyssinica
Kirk Falls, KZN
Steve Woodhall

Charaxes cithaeron cithaeron
Gillitts, KZN
Steve Woodhall

Free State
Stephen Ball visited Venterstad, near Gariep Dam, Free State:

Aloeides pieris (Species 1)
Venterstad, Free State
Stephen Ball

Chrysoritis chrysaor
Venterstad, Free State
Stephen Ball

Teracolus subfasciatus
Venterstad, Free State
Stephen Ball

Limpopo
Andrew Mayer recorded Yellow Spangled Ranger (Dotta callicles) from
Hoodspruit.
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AFRICA DESK
Uganda

Papilio dardanus dardanus
Mpanga, Uganda
Rogers Muhwezi

Euriphene ribensis
Budongo, Uganda
Rogers Muhwezi

Euphaedra diffusa diffusa
Budongo, Uganda
Rogers Muhwezi

Vanessula milca latifasciata
Budongo, Uganda
Rogers Muhwezi

Papilio hesperus hesperus
Budongo, Uganda
Rogers Muhwezi

Abantis zambesiaca
Zambia
Mark Hellam

Neptis morosa
Zambia
Mark Hellam

Acraea asboloplintha asboloplintha
Budongo, Uganda
Rogers Muhwezi

Zambia

Acraea natalica
Zambia
Mark Hellam
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Paradeudorix kafuensis
Zambia
Mark Hellam

Ypthimomorpha itonia
Zambia
Mark Hellam

Brakefieldia simonsii
Headlands, Zimbabwe
Dan Lee

Azanus natalensis
Headlands, Zimbabwe
Dan Lee

Graphium antheus
Zimbabwe
Catherine Conradie

Papilio demodocus demodocus and
Papilio dardanus cenea larva
James Wakefied

Colotis evagore antigone
Zimbabwe
Joshua Lurie

Acraea dondoensis
(bred from larva)
Alan Gardiner

Charaxes nichetes leoninus
Zimbabwe
Oliver Hildebrand

Hypolycaena liara plana
Zambia
Mark Hellam

Zimbabwe

Papilio demodocus demodocus
covered in pollen
Matthew Kock

Mittonia hampsoni
Zimbabwe
Petrus Erasmus
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LEPSOC AFRICA COUNCIL
Elected Executive Councillors and LSA Directors:
•
•
•

Jeremy Dobson (Chairman)
Justin Bode (Secretary)
Peter Ward (Treasurer)

Co-opted Councillors
•
•

Dave Edge (Editor of Metamorphosis)
Reinier Terblanche (Conservation, Research and Permits)

Branch Chairmen
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Andre Coetzer (Highveld – Gauteng, North West and Free State)
Kevin Cockburn (KwaZulu-Natal)
Andrew Morton (Western Cape)
Ernest Pringle (Eastern Cape)
Dave Edge (Southern Cape)
Vaughan Jessnitz (Limpopo)
Reinier Terblanche (Northern Cape)
Michael Ochse (Germany)

The price of Metamorphosis Volume 30 (2019) – Part 1 is R145 for SA members, excluding
postage. Part 2 will cost R300. Various postage options, with different pricing, are available.
Annual subscription fee
(current year i.e 2020)
Category

South
African

Africa

International

Sponsor*

R 1 200

R 1 200

Ordinary

R 290

Pensioner (over 60 yrs)

Metamorphosis printed copy
(preceding year i.e 2019)
South
African

Africa

R 1 400

Included

Included

R 290

R 360

R 145

R 220

R 220

R 270

Student (under 23 yrs)

R 150

R 150

Family Membership**

R 450

Family (Pensioners)

R 350

International

Annual subscriptions, plus
printed copy of
Metamorphosis
South
African

Africa

International

Included

R 1 200

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

R 435

TBA

TBA

R 145

TBA

TBA

R 365

TBA

TBA

R 200

R 145

TBA

TBA

R 295

TBA

TBA

R -

R -

R 145

TBA

TBA

R 595

TBA

TBA

R -

R -

R 145

TBA

TBA

R 495

TBA

TBA

*Sponsor members are entitled to a free copy of Metamorphosis, but not supplementary, standalone publications, such as the CRG results or the SALCA assessments.
**Family Membership is available to married couples or life partners, plus dependent children
under the age of 18.
MEMBERSHIP OF LEPSOC AFRICA IS FREE TO ANYONE UNDER THE AGE OF 16
Subscriptions are due on 01 January each year; to renew your membership, click on the following
link:
LepSoc Africa subscriptions
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FOCUS ON…
Colin Congdon Honorary Life member of LepSoc Africa is featured this
month
When my generation is gone, there will be nobody left who remembers
the Second World War. I was 7 at the start of it, 12 by the end. It was
a frightening time to grow up, and no comfort to know, subsequently,
that others had it a lot worse. We left the south east corner of England
just in time. A week later, a bomb landed in our back garden. That was
the first of several moves, so my early education was a mess – as must
be evident to this day.
I left school at 16, worked as a labourer on a fruit farm for a year, and
then went to college for a year, learning horticulture. After that it was 2
years of national service, ending as a 2nd Lt. in 40 Commando Royal
Marines in Egypt’s Canal Zone. Great fun.

Colin Congdon, Nov 2018
(Photo by Steve Collins)

Time for some gainful employment. 40 years growing tea in Tanzania. Mufindi, on the south western
end of the Eastern Arc, rolling hills of Afromontane forest. Trout streams.
Sometime around 1961 a childhood friend visited. We had collected butterflies as children, and he
still did, and immediately set about destroying my flower garden with a trout landing net. I promised
to do better, and eventually became more interested in our local butterflies than he was.
At around the same time, I was visited by a diffident young Kenyan botanist (Roger Polhill), who had
been engaged by Kew and given six months to ‘make a representative collection of East African
flora’. It was April, when it rains 24/7. By day we slithered and squelched our way down steep river
gorges where the interesting stuff lived, and by night he dried his collection by a huge fire in our
fishing lodge. I don’t know when he slept.
25 years later, I had started to specialise in rearing the Sapphires, and had made a collection of
foodplants, all ‘Loranthus sp.’ according to the literature, but all obviously different. I took my
collection to Kew for identification, and enquired whether anybody was interested. By a great
coincidence, that same young botanist was now a senior professor, busily writing up the
Loranthaceae for the Flora of Tropical East Africa. And so began a wonderfully symbiotic association
with Kew which lasted the next 30 years. I collected in groups they were studying, and they identified
my foodplants. I became, effectively, their man in Tanzania.
Somewhere, in the meantime, I acquired a wife and children.
One day, sitting in my office, a young man came in, representing an agricultural chemical company.
He took one look around and said, “Butterflies”. I replied, “Butterflies”, and that was that. Steve
Collins had arrived.
He put me in touch with Arthur Rydon, who helped me with black Charaxes, and who I visited in his
home in England several times. Much more importantly, Steve agreed to take all my collection, and
curate it in Nairobi. He steered all sorts of people in my direction, including Torben Larsen, and
introduced me to many others.
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And then one day, a tall, thin, bearded man walked up the steps into my office, carrying a butterfly
net. Jan Kielland. Jan went home to finish writing his book, and I followed, to go through it with him
and help with the English. Later I took my daughter on a safari to Jan’s favourite stamping ground
in western Tanzania, Jan in his (borrowed) car, me in mine. He wanted to pick up his collectors from
his old home in Sitebi, so we set off across a flood plain. It was flooded. You could see where the
‘road’ was by the vegetation showing above the water either side. After about 10 km we met a couple
of men coming the other way, and asked what it was like further on. “You ain’t seen nothing yet”. So
we recruited them as porters and turned back. They taught us how to light a fire in pouring rain with
wet wood. Kasye and Ntakatta were wonderful. Completely different from the rest of the country.
That was where we found the huge blue and black Charaxes mixtus.
I had been going down to Madibira after work for several weekends, and noticed an Acraea perched
on a branch, week after week. So I poked it, and it flew away. Obviously not an Acraea. It turned
out to be Cooksonia neavei neavei. Told Steve, who immediately sent Ivan Bampton to show me
what they were doing. Took Jan with us, and found them in several places. Ivan and I could spot
them miles away, but Jan got frustrated because he couldn’t.
Ivan was amazing. Never said much – unless you got him talking about football – but knew every
tree in the forest, and what was feeding on it. Once, up in Minziro, Jan and I saw a Charaxes fly into
a tree. We waited half a minute until she flew out again, and it was obvious she had laid an egg. No
idea what the tree was, so asked Ivan. “Oh, don’t you know? That’s Drypetes gerrardii.” Which was
how we found the foodplant of Charaxes smaragdalis.
And he had endless patience. There were reports of a butterfly in northern Zambia, possibly new,
and related to Charaxes gallagheri. Known from a couple of females. So we asked Zambia’s leading
botanist, Mike Bingham (Ivan knew him, of course) where we could find the foodplant. This took us
to the Mutinondo Wilderness, where we were befriended by Mike and Lari Merrett. We searched the
foodplant. I gave up after three or four hours of fruitless searching. Not Ivan. After a week, he found
an egg. So now we have Charaxes mutinondoensis.
It has been fun, and you get around a bit. Forests and mountains in Tanzania (everywhere,
Zanzibar), Kenya (Kulal, Kakamega), Zambia (everywhere), Malawi (Nyika, Mlanje, Zomba),
Zimbabwe, South Africa (Thank you!), Mozambique (all over the North) the Comores, Mauritius and
Madagascar. Even Costa Rica. And according to the visitors’ book, I have stayed more than 50
times in the famous Hotel Collins.
Now it’s time to hang up my net.
Heard a good one the other day. “The World needs more humble and self-effacing geniuses – there
are so few of us left.”
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PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MONTH
Please forward any photographs that you would like to display in this Newsletter, with your
identification and the month that the photograph was taken, to jchdobson@gmail.com.
There will be a Photograph of the Month (two in each episode); the season runs from August to
July and the annual winner is announced in September’s edition. The decision, by the editor, is
final and will be based on photographic merit, but may be swayed by donations to the Society.

Entries for November

Brakefieldia eliasis
Bengo, Angola
Riquita Sampaio

Coenyra aurantiaca
Oribi, KZN
Jeremy Dobson

Charaxes saturnus saturnus
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Stephen Ball

Aloeides penningtoni
Vernon Crookes, KZN
Steve Woodhall

Cymothoe hobarti hobarti
Budongo, Uganda
Rogers Muhwezi

Acraea endoscota
Budongo, Uganda
Wayne Patrick

NOVEMBER
Stephen Ball, who seems to have a knack of
catching butterflies in flight, is November’s winner
with this amazing picture of a Black-tipped Scarlet
(Axiocerses coalescens) in flight.
Stephen took this photo in the Magaliesberg,
close to where he lives in Pretoria. I understand
that there is some debate as to whether the
Gauteng butterflies are actually A. coalescens,
but this specimen seems to fit the bill.
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Entries for December

Willema willemi
Lourieskloof, Gauteng
Stephen Ball

Precis actia
Zambia
Mark Hellam

Colotis annae annae
Hluhluwe, KZN
Wayne Johnston

Iolaus trimeni
Muldersdrift, Gauteng
Lourens Erasmus

Precis octavia sesamus
Verloren Valei
Lourens Erasmus

Cymothoe beckeri beckeri
Sangra Lodge, CAR
Rod Cassidy

DECEMBER
December’s winner is Vaughan Jessnitz.
Vaughan took this great picture of Witsand Ciliate
Blue (Anthene lindae) at Witsand in December.
This butterfly is listed as Near Threatened in SALCA.
Its distribution is not fully understood – there have
been a couple of recent records from Namibia
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TRAWLING THE ARCHIVES…
PETERS' MOUNTAIN RINGLET
By Colin Congdon
Ivan Bampton didn't really arrive; he seemed to materialise, complete with pockets, pouches,
polybags and pillboxes. This time he had a young Frenchman with him, Emanuel, who was
training to be a butterfly breeder. At the same time Dot Steane was passing through with her
travelling companion, Jan. Dot is an enchanting young Tasmanian botanist, on a Rhodes
scholarship to Oxford. So on the Sunday morning we all bundled into the Patrol and set off for the
mountains.
The first two hours are down the Great North Road towards Mbeya, and then, if you know where
to look, there is an insignificant track to the left, leading off through a village. The track runs along
the Ndumbi River for a while, at about 1 200 m, before forking left again into the hills. Here it runs
up a knife-edged ridge through Brachystegia woodland, with some truly horrifying drops on either
side, before emerging onto a wide, cultivated ledge at about 2 000 m. It runs across this for half an
hour, crossing several small rivers on what only an optimist could call bridges. Then at last the
final climb up onto the north east flank of Mtorwi Mountain.
We parked where the track cuts through a tongue of forest at 2 400 m, and all piled out in search
of trophies. To be honest it wasn't much of a day. Very little sun and very little flying. Ivan and I
searched all the usual foodplants. I was hoping for more Charaxes ansorgei levicki on the
Bersama, having found two earlier in the year. And of course we searched all the Proteas for
Capys larvae. Too early. Try again in May. There are at least three Capys here, hardly surprising
as there must be half a dozen species of Protea. I thought I would try the P. wentzeliana, whose
pink flowers and silver foliage I could see further up the mountain on a small rocky outcrop. No
Capys. Only a scruffy little brown thing flitting above the grass and in among the aptly named
Moraea callista. It was Peters' Mountain Ringlet (Neocoenyra petersi Kielland 1990) rediscovered
41 years to the day from the original capture on 24th January, 1952. We were at 2 550 m. Ivan
and I took all we could find in this little patch of short grass, and then went on to search the slopes
above, but without success as the weather was closing in. Just as we turned ·back at about 2 700
m Ivan collected a handful of a beautiful purple heather. We would need it for the Club later that
evening. It was Burns Night...
The next Sunday I went back alone, through endless sheeting rain, ground my way up the knifeedged ridge, slithered and crabbed across the ledge before the final soggy assault on the
mountain. Eventually the rain eased to a fine drizzle, the sky lightened a little, and the world began
to steam gently. I bumped out and squelched around, and took another eight Ringlets in the few
minutes before the downpour resumed, picking up one or two with my fingers. The next Sunday
dawned clear, bright, still and cloudless. Too good to last. By the time I got back to Mtorwi the
clouds were already heaping on the mountain, but this time there were sunny gaps. I went back
onto the higher slopes Ivan and I had searched unsuccessfully two weeks earlier. Ringlets
everywhere. I followed them right up to the hilltop at 2 800 m. The highest point, 2 960 m, is a
couple of miles to the west, and I set off towards it. Before long thunder was rumbling round the
hills, the wind began to blow chill and cloud enveloped the mountain. Time to head back.
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Looking through the specimens, two things are clear. The male: female ratio is close to 10:1 and
on average the females are smaller than the males. On these high, windswept slopes of short
grass a large wing area could be a liability. The males may need it to find the females, but the
females aren't going anywhere much.
Reference KlELLAND, J. 1990. The Butterflies of Tanzania. Hill House Publishers, Melbourne & London
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FOOTNOTE
This newsletter is compiled by Jeremy Dobson and is edited by Mark Williams, who endeavours to
correct grammatical or taxonomic errors, while retaining the style and tone of the original article as
submitted by the author.
This magazine relies on material from you, the members of LepSoc Africa. Please forward any
news or photographs that might be of interest to jchdobson@gmail.com.
If anyone has any ideas regarding future format or content, please feel free to make suggestions.
PDF’s of previous editions of African Butterfly News can be downloaded here:
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